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FORE W 0 R D
It is not the desire of the writer of this Thesis
to advance it as the "last word" or "final analysis" of
this subject in any sense of the term. I would suggest
that a group make a similar study of many other States
of the Union and make comparisons, contrasts and cor-
relations threron. In this event one could determine
more positively whether there is any relation between
the money spent for Medical Inspection in the schools
and the frequency of the cases of contagious, communi-
cable and the so-called Children's Diseases, as they are
referred to in this report. The data in this study can-
not altogether be considered accurate, due to the fact
that obviously many caste a of the diseases studied were
not reported; too, the amount of money quoted as being
spent for the "Promotion of Health" ,( i .e . Medical Inspec-
tion) by the several Superintendents of the State may or
maynot be accurate. The inspection routine, the type of
health programs advanced by the several Cities and Towns
along with the transient population of the State are also
factors that affect the validity of this study.
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INTRODUCTION
"The primary purpose of the American Public School
is to turn out "Good American Citizens". For this reason
is it justified in being here and "being supported by pub-
lic funds, says- Professor John Mahoney of the School of
Education, Boston University. "Should the American Public
School accomplish all of its other aims and fail in this
one, then it has failed in its most fundamental purpose".
Professor Mahoney has advanced a strong argument to sub-
stantiate this statement. For my purpose it is unnecessary
to go into detail to prove his statement. Despite his ar-
gument Professor Mahoney concedes the fact that all of the
characteristics of "Good American Citizens" have not been
listed by "thinkers" in that field, I am sure most people
will agree that Good Health is one of the requirements of
"Good American Citizens. One writer says, "Good Health is
at the bottom of all good things. The birth of wit is in
good digestion; hope springs from a healthy circulation;
and out of strong nerves comes success". Hence, any sys-
tem of education that graduates a boy or girl physically
unfit to p erform the duties of life has through its pro-
cess failed in its fundamental purpose.
It is well to note that HEALTH is foremost on the list
of the Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education. This
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"being true along with the fact that Health Education has
taken a definite place in the course of study of the vari-
ous schools throughout the State of Massachusetts, ( in fact,
throughout the country) emphasizes the importance of health
education, one pahse of which is Medical Inspection, Any
number of prominent educators are in sympathy with the
fore mwntioned ideas.
In the annual reports of the Commissioner of Education
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, is listed in the col-
umn labeled "Promotion of Health" the amount of money spent
annually in the several Cities and Towns throughout the
State for school Doctors and Nurses,... this implies Medi-
cal Inspection expense. The results of this study will
show, in part, wheather or not we are justified in spend-
ing funds for this purpose.
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A BRIXF SURVEY OF HEALTH EJUCxxTIOa IN
Before presenting the problem of this Thesis, it
is fitting and proper that the readers have some know-
ledge of the Health Movement in the Public Schools of
the Commonwealth on a whole. From this brief history-
one might be prepared to receive the results as not
"startling" , but logical.
In 1906 Massachusetts took a relatively advanced
position among the States of the Union when through leg-
islation, Medical Inspection of schools was made compul-
sory in all Cities and Towns of The Commonwealth. In some
Cities and Towns this function has been performed by the
local Board of Health. In the course of the decade that
followed the passage of the abovednamed Act, practically
all of the Cities and Towns of Llassachusetts had made
some provision for some form of Medical Inspection of
Public Schools. In 1915 up of ";100,000 was spent on this
service by Cities and Towns other than Boston (in which
the Board of Health of that City plays an important part).
During this period of time it was found out that the law,
as it was administered, led to some good in all communities
and excellent results in the more progressive communities.
On the other hand it was seriously defective in somm
respects
.
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Among the outstanding defects were:-
X* This lav/ permitted more than one Physician to be
appointed in any one City or Town. As a result,
many small communities were served by several
Physicians. The compensation then was necessari-
ly small; hence there was little inducement for
the Physicians to do the best job i.e. care-
fully study the more fundamental questions bear-
ing on the preservation and Promotion of the Health
of School Children. In many instances the respon-
sibility was too divided; i.e. not concentrated;
hence "no one" was responsible.
2. The fact that School Physicians were eligible to
serve on School Committees, and frequently were
employed by the Board of which they were members
gave rise to a condition inconsistent with sound
administration policy.
3. It was found that in about half of the Cities (a-
bout 1915) and one Town only, the school Physician
was appointed by the local Board of Health. It was
argued that this condition, while not objectionable
in so far as Medical Inspection was concerned with
the prevention and control of Communicable Diseases,
was not satisfactorily met where more technical and
modern phases of the Promotion of Health of School
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ChildBon was concerned. It was further argued tliat
Medical Inspection, at its best, should devote much
effort to the investigation of the less obvious as-
pects of school hygiene and sanitation. Chronic de-
fects of the eyes, ears, teeth, throat, glands, spinal
closely. The dai}.y routine of work, play and rest, re-
quired and permitted by the school program should be
scrutinized. Hedical Inspection too, should bring
the home and the school in close cooperation in caring
for the Physical welfare of the school child. The point
stressed most in this defect was, Medical Inspection
of the above named character is rarely developed effective-
ly under auspices other then those of the regular school
authorities, who can prevent conflicts of jurisdiction
and who are in a position to promote a close co-ordination
of schoo}. work and Health Inspection.
About 1915 it seemed that effective Medical In-
spection of schools required such modern development,
that the exact development of its future was not clear.
Despite this fact, its principle features and obliga-
tions were well in mind. It was realized that the assem-
bling of children from the ages of six to eighteen or
nineteen under relatively artificial conditions, made it
necessary to make definite and special provisions for

the safety of their health and the promotion of their
physical development.
The above named ends are to be best accomplished
by combining local Ivied ical service with the State T s
Supervision. At present this is being done to quite an
extent; too, one must concede it lis rather efficient,
but not as efficient as it might be in Massachusetts.
Massachusetts seems to be"setting the pace" in regards
to Health for it ranks first* am2ing the forty-eight
states of the Union. In too many instances "Local
Medical Service" is not as cooperative with State Super-
vision as it might be. This is' brought out under the
topic dealing with the Interpretation of Coefficients.
I am inclined to believe that the definite immediate
field of constructive effort lies in the enforcement
of the legislative action advanced by the State (Pages
132-135 )
,
whereby the State Department of Health and
the Board of Education provides and directs a definite
amount of expert supervision in this special field.
When this is done and effectively carried out, then other
needed developments may bd expected to flow logically
in due course of time from this important beginning.
*IFrom Table 72... Third Installment ... "The Worst American
State" .... II.L.Mencken and G .Angoff . . . Am.Mecury
November 1931... page 356.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLiSM: M2TKOB OF PROC3DUHE
The purpose of this Thesis is to "roughly" deter-
mine whether there is any relation between the amount
of money spent for Medical Inspection in the schools
of the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts, and the fre-
quency of the so-called Children's Diseases. Only five
of the Children's Diseases are considered in this study;
they are Chicken Pox, Diphtheria, Measles, Scarlet Fever
and V/hooping Cough. Too, only 311 of the Cities and
Towns of the State are considered for the reason ,that
the Towns not considered, offered figures bo relatively
small that they were looked upon as being negligible,
in so far as adding to the reliability of this study
is concerned. The five diseases mentioned above are
looked upon as being the most common of the so-called
Children's Diseases. Most of these ^diseases are con-
sidered by many as being inevitable; that is to say,
one will surely"catch" them sooner or later. Tiis is
especially true of Measles and //hooping Cough.
To determine the relationship, if there is any,
one must find out the average amount of money spent
for Medical Ins ection in the several Cities and Tov/ns
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of Massachusetts for a certain period of time. In this
study a period of 14 years is taken.... from 1016 to
19E9 ... and the average frequency of the ahove named
Children 1 s Diseases in the sane Cities and Towns res-
pectively. All of these averages will be reduced to
a"per capita" basis. With these data, I am to determine,
by the Rank Difference Method whether those Cities and
Towns that spend the most money per capita for Medical
Inspection in their Public Schools, have the fewer
cases of Communicable Children's Diseases.per capita.
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INDiSX OF ClflES AND TOWNJ
The number preceding the name of the city or town in-
its "nlflOf3 in the
111 Abington 241 Bellingham
170 Acton 50 Belmont
236 Acus line t 202 Berkley
56 Adams 285 Berlin
104 Agawam 223 Bernardston
G6 Amesbury 30 Beverly
109 Amherst 120 Billerica
69 Andover 122 Blackstone
12 Arlington 295 Bolton
248 iiSHDurriiiQiii 1 BOSTON
166 Ashland 150 Bourne
222 As liby 305 Boxford
220 Ashf ield 289 Boylston
72 Athoi 58 Braintree
32 iVttleboro 225 Brewster
233 Auburn 73 Bridgewater
172 Avon 224 Brimf ield
149 Ayer 11 Brockton
113 Barnstable
208 Brookf ield
139 Barre
40 Brookline
296 Beckot
261 Buckland
262 Bedford
265 Burlington
154 Belchertown
5
110
Cambridge
Canton
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INDEX OF CITIES AND
90)9 Carlisle
271 Carver
225 Charlmont
174 Charlton
193 Chatham
9 7 Chelmsford
18 Chelsea
252 Cheshire
200 Chester
23 Chicopee
277 Clarksburg
53 Clinton
152 Cohasset
259 Colrain
91 Concord
218 Conway
231 Cummington
127 Dalton
299 Dana
63 Danvers
7 7 Dartmouth
55 Dedham
151 Deerfield
192 Dennis
239 Dighton
TOWNS (CON'T)
171 Douglas
215 Dover
102 Dracut
234 Dudley
194 Duxbury
136 East Bridgewater
290 East Brookfie^d
64 Easthampton
240 East Longmeadow
116 Easton
212 Edgartown
297 Enfield
268 Erving
207 Essex
22 Everett
68 Fairhaven
4 Fall River
123 Falmouth
20 Fitohburg
119 Foxborough
43 Framingham
92 Franklin
257 Freetown
36 Gardner
250 Georgetown
- II
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250 Georgetown
291 Gill
28 Gloucester
83 Grafton
294 Granby
303 Granville
101 Great Harrington
51 .Greenfield
169 Groton
168 Groveland
156 Hadley
302 Halifax
180 Hamilton
300 Hampden
310 Hancock
160 Hanover
247 Hanson
147 Hardwick
288 Harvard
178 Harwich
162 Hatfield
16 Haverhill
107 Hingham
287 Hinsdale
140 Holbrook
138 Holden
(Con' t)
7
12 Holylake
142 Hopedale
164 Hopkinton
286 Hubbardston
243 Hull
108 Ipswich 165 Kingston
165 Kingston
265 Lakeville
164 Lancaster
280 Lane sbouough
Lawerence
128 Lee
126 Leicester
155 Lenox
31 Leominster
298 Leverett
90 Lexington
272 Lincoln
206 Littleton
237 Longmeadow
7 Loweil
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INDEX. TO CITIES AND TOYiTNo (Qon't)
80 Ludlow
187 Lunenburg
269 Lynnfield
15 Maiden
167 Manchester
96 Mansfield
83 Marblehead
274 Marion
38 Marlbououhg
181 Marshfield
260 Matt apoi sett
87 Maynard
133 Medf ield
17 Medf or
d
144 Medway
33 Melrose
216 Mendon
173 Merriman
44 Methuen
74 Middlebouough
256 Middleton
52 MiIfor
100 Millbury
190 Mill is
245 Millville
118 Mo«^son
61 Milton
143 Nantucket
1
264 Newbury
39 Newburyport
217 New Marlbouough
230 New Salem
14 Newton
278 Norfolk
29 North Adams
27 Northampton
84 North Andover
71 North Attlebouou
183 Northbouough
70 Northbridge
148 North Brookfield
189 Borthfield
25S ^orth Reading
159 Norton
204 Norwell
54 Norwood
214 Orleans
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IND32C Of CI
307 Pelham
202 Pembroke
158 Pepperell
229 Petersham
19 Pittsfield
201 Plainville
59 Plymouth
308 Plimpton
228 Princeton
134 Province town
134 Quincy
114 Randolph
249 Raynham
81 Reading
246 Rehoboth
26 Revere
301 Richmond
284 Rochester
86 Rockland
132 Rockport
266 Rowley
21 Salem
253 Salisbury
SQ&dSandwich
161 Scituate
235 Seekonk
146 Sharon
195 Sheffield
197 Shelburne
219 Sherborn
?44 Shirlp^
112 Shrewsbury
121 Somerset
9 Somervilie
29 2 Southampton
179 Southbouough
48 Southbridge
:
275 Southwick
98 Spencer
3 Springfield
199 Sterling
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t)
75 Stoneham
213 Stow
251 Sturbridge
209 Sudbury
273 Sunderland
177 Sutton
79 Swampscott
238 Swansea
24 Tauton
124 Temple ton
232 Tewksbuty
205 Tisbury
221 Topsfield
185 Townsend
Truro
283 Tyngsbonough
106 nxbridge
47 Wakdfield
99 '.Talpole
25 Waltham
are
175
226
145
270
210
279
242
bellesley
-Vest Bridgewater
West Brookfiesk
Westford
Westminster
.'/estport
West Springkield
'.Vest Stockbridge
Weymouth
Whatley
115 '//are:
130 Williamstown
137 Wilmington
65 Winchester
ex -
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xM&pi uj DUTIES AND TOWNS (Con't)
3
'77/oburn
2 Worcester
141 7/rentham
198 Yarmouth
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TABLES OF STATISTICAL DATA
HELA -'IV TO THE VARIABLES
IN THIS STUDY
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TABLE NUfflBKR I
The Statistics found on the next pages, pertaining to
the average population for a 15 year period (from 1915-1929)
W«re obtained from Annual Reports of Department of Education
(1915-1929). The population of the various Cities and /owns of
Massachusetts
,
according to the Annual reports of the Depart-
ment of Education is approximated for the years of 1915 and
1925. These figures are used in the several reports of the
Department of Education. . ,i ,e . the estimated population for
1915 is used in the Annual Reports of the Department of Edu-
cation for the years 1915 through 1919 and the estimated
population for the year 1925 is used in the Reports for the
years 1925 through 1929. The Official census taken for the
year of 1 20 is used in the reports for the years 1920 -1924.
From the reports for 1915, 1920 and 1925, the population for
the Gities and Towns of Massachusetts dealt with in this
Thesis were averaged. These figures constitute the column
designated "Average Population, etc."
The figures in the cplumn designated "Average Amount
of Money Spent For Promotion of Plealth, i.e. Medical Inspection
etc.**, were obtained by averaging the amount of money listed
in the Annual Reports of the Department of Education for the
years 1915 through 1929, for Medical Inspection.
• The average amount of money spent per capita (per 1000)
was obtained by dividing the average population into tfte average
amount spent multiplied by 1000 i.e. by formula
Average am't spent for Medical Inspection x 1000- AV# Spent per
Average Population Capita.
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The Average Population, the Average amount of Money 3pent
for iiedieal Inspection and the Average Spent/1000 Population
in the Cities of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929 .
CitieB
1. Boston
Average
Population
779 ,620
Av. All't
Spent for
Medical In3p
132,908
Air . wild f t
Spent/1000
• Population
170
2. WorChester 190,760 23,861 121.2
3. Springfield 142 ,060 22 ,424 155
4 • i? all aivor 128,990 16 ,896 151
5 . Oambridge 119 ,670 20 ,926 168
6. New Bedford 119 ,540 14,801 124
7. Lowell 110,290 17,517 159
8. Lynn 103,080 9,931 90.2
9 . Somerville 99 ,030 5,748 57.9
• Lav/renee 93,530 10,761 115
11. Brockton
12. Holyoke
13. Q,uincy
14. Newton
15. Maiden
16. Haverhill'
17. Medford
18. Chelsea
19. Pittsfield
20. Fitchburg
21. Salem
22. Bvarett
85
60
60
53
51
56
43
43
42
41
45
41
340
330
050
000
800
210
520
570
890
750
340
380
9 ,885
6,494
11,521
9,879
4,727
5,937
3,820
5,739
5,326
6,856
2,810
4 ,6G6
151
107
181
185
91.1
103
88
132
124
164
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The Average Population, the ^vera^e amount of koney Spent
for Medical Inspection and the Average Spent/1000 Populat:
in the Cities of Massadhusetts from 1913 - 1929
•
Cities
23. Chicopee
24. Taunton
25. 'Jaltham
u o . Ivevere
27. Northampton
28. Gloucester
y. rJortn ^.aams
30. Beverly-
Si. j&eominister
32. ^ttleboro
33. Melrose
34. Peabody
35. tfestfield
36. Gardner
37. Yfoburn
38. ilarlborou^h
39 • Newburyport
Average
Population
39,410
37.550
31,310
30 ,740
20 ,160
22,140
22,410
22,350
20,890
SO, 380
18,900
20 ,400
18,700
17,280
16 ,650
14,910
15,789
„v. Am T t
Spent for
Med. Insp.
5,617
3 ,89 j
4,074
4,766
3,227
3,333
2,767
4,684
2,191
2,250
1,743
3,269
912
2,552
2,380
1,968
3,495
Av. Ain't
Spent/1000
Population
147
103
130
154
145
150
123
210
105
111
92
160
48.7
148
146 .5
131.5
« »
t
:
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The Average Population, the Averare amount of Lloney Spent
for Medical Inspection and the average Spent/1090 Populat:
in Towns over 5000 of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929,
Towns average Av. AmH Av. Arn't
Population Spent for Spent/1000
^ed. Insp. Population
40. Brookline 30
,
980 6,785 170
41. Watertown 24,,050 3,929 163
42. Arlington 20.,650 6,633 331
43. 7ramingham 17 ,650 5,059 296
44. Ms thuen 1°.,810 2,344 156
45. Weymouth 15 ,630 2,319 134
46. Winthrop 16 ,870 1,243 73
47. Wakefield 13 ,153 2,498 190
48. Southbridge 14 ,550 1,209 82
49. West Spring-
field 14 ,260 8,855 271
50. Belmont 12 ,150 3,108 253
51. Greenfield 16 ,950 2,519 148
52. Mi Ifor
d
13 ,360 3,011 226
53. Clinton 12 ,860 1,73© 135
54. Norwood 13 ,490 5,479 407
55. Dedham 10 ,660 2,303 216
56. Adams 12 ,850 2 , 649 206
57. Webster 13 ,620 1,947 143
58. Braintree 11 ,230 1,886 168
59. Plymouth 13 ,100 4,683. 357
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Towns
60. Natick
51. Milton
62. Saugus
63. Damvers
64. ^asthampton
65. Winchester
66. Amesbury
67. Palmer
68. Fairhaven
69. Andover
^ve race
Population
10,790
9 ,790
11,210
11,080
12,000
10,73-
10,82-
10,120
7,830
8,420
70. Xorthbridge 10,660
71. North Attleboro 9,150
72. Athol 9,799
73. Bridgewater 7,940
74. Lliddleborough 8,360
75. Stoneham 8,070
76. Vfellesley 6,110
77. Dartmouth 7,105
78. Needham 8.157
79. Swampscott 8,490
80. Ludlow 8,110
81. Reading 7,770
82. fare 8,090
Av. Arn't
Spent for
Lied. Insp.
3 y o o 2
6,170
1,303
1,335
1,92©
1,935
1,251
1,702,
1,318
2,628
1,803
1,063
2,008
1,318
776
,loo
3,156
1,745
1.337
557
1,603
1,926
1,778
Av. Am T t
Spent/1000
Population
218
632
145
121
160
180.5
115.9
168.2
1*5
311
169.9
115.9
204
165
98.8
143.8
497
244
163
65 .6
197.2
247
219
t
*
1
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Towns
83. marble he ad
84. Hudson
85. Montague
86. Rockland
87. Maynard
88. Stou^hton
89 • 7/hitman
90. Lexin £ton
91. Concord
92. Franklin
93. Grafton
94. Worth ^.ndover
95. South Hadley
96. Mansfield
97. Chelmsford
98. Spencer
99. Wilpoli
100. Milbury
101. Great Barring
ton
102. Dracut
103. Westborou^h
104. ' Agawam.
105. .Yinchendon
106. Uxbridge
Av. irn't Av. Ari't
Average Spent for Spent/1000
Population Med. Insp. Population
7,160 1,403 195
8,050 1,537 190
7,540 1,764 233.2
7.790 1,709 218.5
7,250 1,268 174.8
6,800 1,511 222
6,950 1,423 204
6,770 1,797 264
6,340 1,380 218
6,520 1,166 177
7,220 817 113
6,420 1,382 215
5,710 1,043 182
5,510 1,433 219.5
5,940 1,184 198
5,897 1,020 173
5,420 2,551 467
5,840 861 147.5
6,150 1,156 187
5,949 969 163
5,710 615 107
5,260 1,377 258
5,900 1,464 247.5
5,620 438 78
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Av. Am't Av. Am't
Towns Average Spent for Spent/1000
Population Med. Insp. Population
l n 1? 1 S^l MUv
108. Ipsv/ioh 6,164 1,375 223
109. Amherst 5,540 1,: 99 2C7
Tin U cill OUXI Pi lifto
,
no 1 77/1 ?PQ ^
Ill <C
,
JOD
112. Shrev/sbury 4,180 1,085 258.5
113. Barnstable 4,750 1,468 307
114. Rando Iph 4,770 746 156.5
115. Wareham 4.015 1,l61 264
116. IHaston 5,020 1,224 243
117. Orange 5,400 1,041 192.5
118. Mo ason 4,730 707 149.5
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Average Population, the average amount of money spent for
Mfedical Inspection and the avergge amount spent per 10000
population in Towns less than 5000 and maintaining BubMo
High Jcho&ls.
Average Av. Am T t Av. Am*t
Towns Population dpent Tor Spent/1000
Med. Insp. Population
119. Foxborough 4*330 711 164
120. Biller lea 3,850 849
121. 3ome r s c t 3,600 768 219
122. Blackstone 3,570 308 86.5
182
.
Falmouth 3,280 2,196 668
124. Templeton 3,990 483 121
125. Westport 3.040 1,39 0 4C7
J. \J • j— > — j - o u O J. 3 ,800 907 239
127. Dalton 3,690 526 142.5
128. Lee 3,870 636 164.5
129. Oxford 4,000 556 139
130. Williamstown 3,560 934 332
131. Warren 3,050 474 155
132. Rockport 3,630 537 148
133. Medf ield 3,510 589 167.5
134. Province tov/n 4,220 92- 388 388
135. Westford 3,340 1,001 300
136 . Hast Bridgewater3 ,380 945 280
137. Wilmington 2,710 552 204
138. Holden 3,210 705 219.5
t
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Average Av. Am't Av. Am t
Towns Population Spent for Spent /iOOO
Med, Insp. Population
139 • Barre a j Q n A, <<y u / /o
140. Holbrook 3 ,2' 70 560 171
141. '.vremtham 3 ,120 451 138
142. Hopedale 2 ,879 454 158
14,:. Nantucket 2 ,600 777 299
144. Ke&way 3 ,010 511 170
145. 7/est 'ridoG-
wa**r 2 ,300 373 162
146. Sharon 2 ,470 521 210
147. Hardvick 2 ,C29 663 235
148 » North. Brook-
field o ,439 698 287
149. Ayer 3 ,200 739 246
150 • Bourne ,460 370 lo 7
151. Deerf ield 2 ,840 592 208
152. Cohessett 2 ,550 742 291
153. Weston 2 ,250 748 332
154. Belcnertov/n 2 ,060 396 192
loo
»
Lenox 2 ,401 605 252
156. Hadley ,850 646 226
•-Uliib bUXl OCt
,
0 /u oy 6 223
158. Pepperell 2 ,340 286 122
159
. Norton 2 ,260 396 173
160. Eanover 2 ,530 492 194
161. Soituat
e
,460 636 258
tt
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Towns
162. Hatfield
163. Lancaster
164. Ilopkinton
165* Kingston
16 7. Asnland
166. Manchester
169 • G-roveland
}.69. Groton
170. -xcton
171. Douglas
172. ..von
173. Lierrluiac
•17-1. Charlton
175. Wayland
176. Rutland
177. Sutton
178. Harwich
179. Southborough
ISO. Hamilton:
181. Williamsburg
182. Upton
183. I'iortliborou.igh
184/ West Boylston
Av. Ara't Ar.Am't
Average Spent for 3pent/l000
Population Med. Insp. Population
2,662 957 360
2,390 383 243.5
2,190 341 157
2,470 415 168
2,440 619 254
2,210 1,091 480
2,790 892 320
(
2,110 166 76.8
2,170 751 346
2,190 238 108.5
2,180 371 170.5
2.^210 223 100.5
1,880 302 160.5
1,890 422 223
1,660 44m 266
2,450 360 149
1,670 327 196
1,800 493 273
1,500 565 377
1,740 603 346
1,510 395 262
1,73-* 273 157.5
1,76- 288 161,9
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To'.vns Average Av. Aa*t Av. ,AnL*t
Population Spent for 3pent/l000
Med, Insp. Population
l£ . Tovmsend 1,450 291 200
186, Westminister 1,210 286 236
167 • Lununburg 1,650 240 145
188. Stookbridge 1,690 319 188.9
189. Northfield 1,775 295 155.2
190. Millis 1,510 395
191. Mar slii islo.
v 1,200 514
192 .Dennis
.
1,399 228 129
J. ^ •J » 1,770 :
194 • .Juxbury 1 ,360 385
195. Sheffield 1,220 372
196. Huntington 1,425 148
197. Shelburne 1,410 138 98
198. Yarmouth 1,130 189 144
199. Sterling 1,250 392 313
200. Chester 1,280 191
201. Plainville 1,340 254 189 .5
202. Pembroke 1,370 331 251.4
203. Sandwich 1,440 157
204. I\Torwell 1,230 118
205. Tisbury 1,240 27'7>
206. Littleton 1,300 145 111.5
207. 3ssex 1.370 138* 6
208. Brookf ield 1,400 7
209. Sudbury 1,080 329
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Towns
210. //est Newbury
211. Oak Bluffs
212. ISdgartown
213. Stow
214. Orleans
215 . JQver
216. Mendon
Average
Population
1,470
970
1,140
1,090
930
795
980
217. New Marlborough 1,000
218. Conway
219. Shweborn
220. Ashfield
221. Topsfield
222. Ashby
223. Bernardston
224. Brimfield
225. Charlemont
226. Wgllfleet
227. Brewster
228. Princeton
229. Petersham
230. New Salem
231. Ourmaington
820
1,480
800
755
799
760
680
700
770
640
620
600
490
400
Av. Am't
Spent for
Med. Insp
347
374
259
271
311
170
231
230
237
186
209
205
196
163
290
319
250
324
414
203
328
..v . Am 1 1
Sppnt/4.000
Population
95.4
359
237
392
173.5
231
20Q
160
232.3
260
260
261.5
240
415
414
390
523
690
415
820
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Average Population, the average amount of money spent for
Medical Inspection and the average amount per 1000 pop.
in Tov/ns from 1000 to 5000 Popualtion and not maintaining
Public High Scho&ls.
Average Av. Am f t Av. Am T t
Towns Population Spent for Spent/1000
Med, Insp. Population
232. Tewksbury 4,022
233 • Auburn 4,210 787 186.5
234. Dudley 3,350 588 175.5
S35. Seekonk 2,970 422 142
COO 9 Acuahnet 3,440 459 133.5
237. Longmeadow 3,060 740 241.5
238. Swansea 2,217 924 418
239 . Dighton 2.510 789 302
240. Last Long-
meadow 2,570 594 231
241. Bellingham 2,180 600 ,w
(
275
243. Wilbraham 2,910 1,076 371
243 . Kull 1 490 928 622
244. Shirley 2, 260 898 396
245. Milville 2,270 547 241
246. Rehoboth 1,980 205 105.5
247. Hanson 1,970 412 209
248. -ishburnham 1,985 305 154
249. Rayham 1,630 233 143
250. Georgetown 1,970 297 145.8
251. Sturbridge 1,550 326 210
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Towns Average Av. Ain't Av. jim't
Population Spent for 3pent/l000
Med. Insp. Population
252
.
Cheshire 1,4500 208 143.5
?53 Salisbury- 1*690 246 175
Westwood 1,310 19o 145.8
North Reading 1,280 223 174
256 Liiddleton 1,130 24iL 213
257. Freetown 1,460 403 278.5
25R . Nahant 1,290 460 356
259 - Golrain 1,490 162 1»»8.5
260
.
Mattapoisett 1,240 168 135
261 Buckland 1,350 172 127
262. Bedford 1,360 372 273
263to w * Lakeville 1,380 202 148
264- 1\ t; U U.J. j J- , 1J u 182 158
2n5 Burlington 955 1 QP,
266. Rowle
v
1,130 145 128.5
267. Russell 1,300 203 156
268. ISrving 1,360 373 274
269. Lynnf ield 1,300 323 269
270. West Brook-
field 1,380 192 150
271. Carver 460 231 502
272. Lincoln 900 244 271
273. Sunderland 1,290 280 217
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Towns Average Av. Am't Av. Am't.
Population Spent for Spent/1000
Med # Insp. Population
274. Marion 1,180 172 14».8
275. Southwick 1,100 174 158
276
.
Whately 1 ,29 0 157 ion n
277. Clarksburg 1,150 199 173
278. Norfolk 1,100 191 .173.5
279 • West Stock-
bridge 940 137 145.7
280. Lanesborough 1,030 250 243
281. 7/enham 1,100 274 249
282. Berkley 910 306 246
283. Tyngsborough 1,090 205 188
284. Rochester 990 250 252
285. Berlin 870 204 236
286. Hubbardston 1,020 145 142
287. Hinsdale 960 130 135
288. Plarvard 3,300 122 33$
289 • Boylston 800 126 T r— n /-\157*9
29 0 . iiast Brook-
field 900 198 220
-d9 1
.
Gill 840 152 181
292. Southampton 740 384 520
293. Royalston 790 180 228
294. Branby 760 199 262
295. Bolton 720 179 248.5
296. Be eke
t
520 277 534
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Towns
29 7. infield
298. Leverett
299 . Dana
300. Hampden
301. Richmond
Average
f simulation
780
650
540
600
560
Av • Am * t
.
Spent for
Med. Insp.
162
320
152
409
194
Av. Am't
Spent/1000
Population
208
492
282
684
346
302. Halifax
303. Granville
304 „ Paxton
305. Boxford
306. Oakham
520
590
500
520
460
335
142
333
422
230
664.5
251
666
810
500
307. Pelham
SD8. Plympton
309. Carlisle
310. Hancock
311. Truro
500
430
450
440
500
88
369
218
95
662
176
C58
485
216
324
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TADLa MJLiBER TI .
In this Table is found the average frequency
of Chicken Pox, Diphtheria, I.Ieasles, Scarlet Pever
and Whooping Cough for the past fourteen years in
th.3 Cities and Towns of Massachusetts.
The Annual Reports of the department of Public
Health of the State of Massachusetts have been con-
sulted in this connection. The number of cases of the
above mentioned diseases for each City and Town
studied in this thesis were averaged and set down in
this table.
These averages are placed in four divisions as
in the preceeding table they are grouped according
to :
I. Cities.
II. Towns over 5000 population.Hi. Towns under 5000 and maintaining Public
High Schools.
IV. Towns under 5000 and not mainta i n inn
Public High Schools.
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Average Frequency of Five Goiiununi cable Diseases in Cities
of Masisachusetts from 1915 - 1929.
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria Measles
Scarlet
Fever
T7hooping
Cough
1
.
Tloston 1490 2140 2380 1650 1340
2. Worchester 185 240 760 440 390
3. Springfield 158 168 552 284 216
4. Fall River 150 199 771 121 215
5. Cambridge 308 238 982 248 204
6. New Bedford 99 157 686 140 91
7. Lov/ell 69 179 468 146 79
8. Lynn 74 217 456 240 108
9. Somerville 77 162 513 116 109
10. Lawrence 82 149 398 lol 130
11. Brockton 93 144 208 117 211
12. Holyoke 30 105 392 116 50
13. Q,uincy 83 103 415 109 117
14. 124 69 312 110 175
15. Maiden 61 102 134 110 70
16. Haverhill 90 125 342 98 140
17. Bedford 59 56 259 80 68
18. Chelsea 52 107 212 98 49
19. Pittsf ield 52 62 158 96 30
20. Fitchburg 42 73 340 45 38
21. Salem 85 128 188 97 76
22. .Sverett 97 111 232 77 57
23. Chicopce 29 65 107 41 14
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Average ITrTsnquency of L^ive Communicable Diseases in Cities
of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929.
Chicken
Pox
Diph
theria
Lieasles Searltt
Fever
Whooping
Cou.^h"
Tau&ton 29 33 99 71 37
25
.
Waltham 61 75 180 63 69
26. Revo re 81 97 91 92 32
27. Northampton 30 41 129 44 IS
28. Clouce st er 16 29 79 60 14
29 North -xdams 9 24 83 39 35
30 3evorlvJ—* V -J- ' • V 50 29 24 54 32
31. Leomi nis t er 32 31 57 63 37
32. .-ttleboro 7 22 104 39 16
33 Llelro se 25 18 55 54 31
34. Peabody 33 64 161 66 48
35. TFT j_ _£» • _ t nwestf leld 28 4o 170 41 14
oo . Gardner 40 del n T f7llo 39 33
37. Tfoburn 23 23 63 35 22
38. Ivlarlborough 22 28 184 37 13
39. Newburyport 34 16 49 38 31
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Average Frequency of Five Communi cable Diseases in Towns
of 5000 Population or Over
Chicken
Fox
Diph
theria
Lleasles
<-> V*» i. _L u
Fever Cough
Brooklino 110 T A R l r\ aX\J'±
41. Water town 53 64 45 63
42. Arlington 48 207 57 30
43. Franingham 49 31 105 43 39
44. Llethuen 41 20
yl R
^fc«J . Weyno u th 21 Q ii
46. V/i nth.ro p 17 16 47
47. Wakefield 24 21 96 15
48. Southbridge Rf t~~?oo 16 119 16 21
A Q West Spring
field 15 14 61 19 14
50. Belmont 33 31
O JL • Greenfield -Lb ?
"
o o
52. Milford is
:
53. Clinton 12 13 13
54 • Norwood 27 17 45 36
55 . Dedham 17 20 13
ou • Adams 9 2S cil 18
57. Webster 21 9
58. Braintree 15 24 112 39 30
59. Plymouth 20 14 36 51 26
60. Natick 18 11 39 26 10
61. Hilton 34 10 86 23 45
62. Saugus 32 15 91 32 37
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Averaga frequency of Five Communicable Jisej
of 5000 Population or Uvor .
n
\j uioken
1 OX
Jiph-
cuor la
Measles ocarlet
Fevor
Whopping
Cough
63. Damvors 14 22 54 28 8
64. ilasthampton 32 29 31 17 36
65. 7/inchestor 40 13 101 22
66 • Amesbury 12 15 45
67 . Palmer 3 13 46 18 3
68 • Farihavon 38 16 23 12
,
69 . Andover 15 11 98 19 34
70. Northbridge 15 9 68 32 15
/± 9 wor i/ii ^.cuxe —
boro 8 18 12 4
72. Athoi 10 17 25 14 32
73. Bridgewater 11 12 60 7 8
74. Ivliddleborough 20 10 23 19 75
75. Stoneham 24 25 3 19 27
76. Wellesley 13 15 39 12 10
77. Dartmouth 15 11 35 8 22
78. Needham 6 34 27 8 4
79. Swampscott 19 5 29 10 37
80/ Ludlow 19
1 r? Q O rl 1 n fTOi» rvtJciU.Xl.Lg)
-LU 9 lo
82. Ware 57 18 70 15 9
83. Marble he ad 10 7 6 2 10
84. Hudson 15 13 39 18 15
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Average Frequency of ii'ive Communicable Diseases in Towns
of 5000 Population or Over.
Jhiokon
Pox
Diph-
theria Measles
Scarlet
?evar
V/hooping
Cough
85. Mont,n'''i]e 9 10 70 15 4
86 . Rockland 13 22 22 20 40
87. Maynaf
d
15 6 30 13 6
88. Stoughton 6 5 21 19 15
89. Whitman 15 6 13 8 6
90.
90. Lexington 12 15 21 42 36
91. Concord 12 5 40 14 21
92 .Franklin 7 8 17 7 12
93. Grafton 10 20 35 14 3
94. North Andover 10 5 51 7 3
Q *5J o . OUU Oil ixclU.JLOj' 7 8 6 6 3
96. Mansfield 10 8 13 7 3
97. Chelmsford 22 14 27 17 30
98. Spencer 6 20 11 8 3
99 . Walpole 14 6 61 10 19
100. Milbury 10 7 10 8 16
101. Great Bar-
rington 20 6 73 17 24
102. Dracut 18 9 13 7 14
103. Wes thorough 13 6 24 6 17
104. Agawam 8 14 23 5 21
105. Winchendon 15 11 90 16 13
106. Uxbridge 10 11 39 5
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Average Frequency of
of 5000
Five Communicable Diseases in
Population or Over.
Towns
Chicken
Pox
D i n h tb f3 v i a
Fever
Whoop i]
Cough
107. Bingham 6 6 23 12
108. Ipswich 5 23 10
109. Amherst 7 7 45 15 14
110. oanTion o 6 22 9 8
i 1
1
Abington 14 o ±o .Lei 29
112. Shrewsbury- 2 3 18 4 Alk
113. Barnstable 2 2 19 8 10
114. v-\ J (1 1 y\ Vtnanuu i.pn 6 19 14 6
115. Wareham 20 11 32 11 22
116. iSaston 4 2 1 15 3
117. Orange 18 4 47 5 5
118. Monson 20 4 43 10 11
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Average Frequency of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929, less than 5000
Chicken
Pox
Diph
theria Me aslfts
Scarlet
Fever
7/hooping
119 . Foxborough 2 7 20 4 2
120. Billerica 7 7 32 9 5
121. Somerset 2 1 10 5 1
122. Blackstone 3 4 19 11 t-D
123. Falmouth 2 4 13 8 17
124. Templeton 8 4 16 9 10
125. V/estport 3 10 41 8
126. Leicester 4 6 13 4 1
127. Dalton 3 7 24 4 7
128. Lee 4 4.2 12 2 11
129. Oxford 3 7 22 5 7
130. V/illiamstown 2 3 15 8 1
131. Warren 9 4 17 10 10
132. Rockport 2 5.2 12 13 15
133. Medf ield 3 4 25 6 (-if
134. Province tov.n 0 5 12 5 9
Westford 7 £
-t • -L
136. iiiasb juiage
watar 4 2 8 5 2
137. Wilmington 9 .5 2.2 37 3.3 6.4
138. HoIden 5.3 2.1 15 10 12.1
139. Barre 2 4 27 1
140. Ilolbrook 2.6 2.3 14.5 1.7 3.1
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Avera.'";e Frequency of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929 less than 5000
Population and not maintaining Public Hifcb schools.
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria
Sfifi'pT t
Fever
.Vhooninp"
Cou^h
141. '.Trentham 2.2 . 3.4 3.5
142. Hopedale 3 .2 4.6 10 4
143. Nantucket 4.7 1.3 4.1 6
144. Medway 4 3 5.2 1.9
145. .vest iiri i. e
water 4.5 3.5 12 3.1 4.5
Sharon 1.1 3 9.2 5
147. HardwicR 2 4 10 3 4
148. North Brook-
field 4.1 5.5 8.1 8 2.3
149 . Ayer o . o 1 15 2.9 4.3
150. Bourne 2.1 1 4 19 5 7
151. Deerf ield 4.8 2.1 11.2 3.5 4.4
152. Gohasset 3 SI 2.1 18 8.7 6.7
153. Weston 8 3.2 2.2 7.8 .6
154. -1^6 ICJlGi T.OWH <t 1.9 9.1 4.7 8.4
155. Lenox 3.1 4 13 -2 8.3 9
156. Hadley 2.1 2.2 8.8 4.2 2.2
157. Holliston 3.4 2 7.3 7
158. Pepperell 7.5 1.7 4.3 5.5 3.6
159. Nort on 5 2.7 21 6 9.1
160 Hanover 2 2.4 12 4 6.2
161. Scituate 3.5 2.4 11.1 14 8.3
162. Hatfield 4 ? 1.2 3 3 2
163. Lancaster 6 .3 4.4 6.5 5 8 4.5
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Average Frequency of Five Communicable Diseases in Tov/ns
of Massachusetts from 1915-1929 less than 5000
Population and Not Maintaining Public Hirh Jchools
.
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria Measles
Scarlet
Fever
Who o
Jough
164. nopKm uon 4 »o 3.3 20 8.3 7.1
165 . Kingston 5 5 .6 / .o 9.6
166. Ashland 1 1.4 1.4 4.6
167. Manchester .9
1' P • Groveland 3.9 30
169. u-ro uoii aO 2 9 2.2 8.7
170. Acton 4
.
/g- /
171. Douglas 3.2 1.3 21 3.7 10.1
172. Avon 3.7 3.2 2.5 9/3
173. Merrimac .8 U3 13.2 4.1 .8
174. onariton. .7 3 .6
175. ".Vafcland 7 4: p d. oo 2
176. Rutland 1 1.4 4 o .o 2.1
177. Sutton 1.3 1 4.3 1.1
178. Harwich .3 .6 8 .7 1
179
. Jouthborough 3.9 1.9 °4 4 1.1
180. Hamilton 1.4 3 .
6
1.7 3.4
isau Williamsburg 4.7 2.4 4.6
182. Upton 9 1.8 1.7 Q.6
Northborough 4.3 . 16 5 .2 XX
184. »7est Boyl-
ston .1 1.3 13 1.7 & . o
185. Townsend 1.7 1 10.6 3 .5 7
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Average Frequency of Five Coramuni cable Diseases ii
of Massachusetts from 1915-1929 less than 5000
Population and no 'c iii: iutaiuin ' Public High Schools •
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria
ieusles ocarlet \l
Fev it
hooping
'Jourh
1 6
.
i r rt >'o *i "i n "v •hG5 UlalillSLOr 1 21 1.7 1.7
187 * LiUn.en.ourg • 1.7 6.5 . 1
' C - o t. o ck o r luge 1 .o 1-7 8.8 1.7 3
189. Northfield .8 1 2 .7• • o 7• ' 2.3
190. i«iilli s o .o 1.7 12 1.2 1.2
191. i.j.ar3iii iciu 1 .O 1.2 21 1.7 3.1
192 • Dennis 'Z AO .4 1 2.1 1.7
193 .• onannain 1 1.1J— • J— 22 2.1 1.1
194. Duxbury 2.1 .4 14 1-2 -8•
195. QVl off 1 ol donex l lcia Q• • 1 9 2.3 2.5
196. nuno ln^ oon 1 .0 .8• 1.8 1.5 1.2
19 7. oneiourne R AO .4 .8• 11 .9
198. x armouT.n c• o o 8 1. .6
199 . Sterling 2.3 .9 10 1-2 2-4-
200. onesx-ei 1 1.2 6 6
201. i laiiivme • O 1-5 12
202. Pembroke 2.1 1 14 1.4
203 . Sandwich •4 J- 5.4 1 0
204. Norwe 11 2.3 1.8 u .o 1
205. Tisbury 3.1 . 1.3 .8
20G . Littleton 2.3 1.8 7 1.4 3
207. Essex 11 1 4.4 4.3
208. Brookf ield 1.4 1 14 1.3 2.5
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-averace Frequency of Five Gommunicabl ; Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts from 1915-k929 less than 5000
Tabulation and not maintaining Public ^-1 h ools.
Chicken Diph- Measles Scarlet Ihooping
Fox thcria Fever Gou^h
2^. Sudbury 1 .e 1 1 1
210 . (Vp t Nf>wb i it*v 2.5 4 25 2 .3
Ell • Oak Bluffs 1 .6• 8 .8• 2.IL
212
.
ICd^arton 1.5 1 1.4 1.4 1.3
213. Stow 1 .6 3.1 1.4 1.3
214. Orleans .6 1 3/6 3.7 1.3
215. Dover .62 1 7.1 1.4 0
216 • Mendon 0 9 1 .6
217. New Marl-
boTou^h*>J W X V-/ 1 -8 n 5-4
218. Ganwav 3.1 1 9 5 .3 -6
219
.
Sherborn 1.5 1 SI 19 1.4 1
220 • Ashf lild 4 A 4• 7 Q p •
221 Tmi c«f* i pi r]
-L n
222 • 1 1JL Q• n
223 -8• X i i ? 4
224. Brimf ield 1 1.5 4 1.2 .2
225. Charl&nont .2 .2 3.4 1 .4
226. Wellfleet 1 1.2 5 2.3 1.3
227. Brewster 1.4 4 1 .2 1.4
228. Princeton .2 .2 3 9 1
229. Petersham .4 1 1.4 2.1 .2
230/ New Salems 1.5 .4 1.3 4.1 p
231. Curomington 0 1.4 4 1
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Average Frequency of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts from 1000 to 5000 Population and
Not Maintaining Public High Schools
.
Chicken
Pox
Dipn
ther ia
Measles scarlet
Fever
7/hooping
Cough
232 • Tewksbury 7 .1 7 .8 35 lo 7
233. Auburn 13 7 43 19
234. Dudley 1 2.4 18 3.4 7
235. Geekonk 2.8 1.4 9 .3 3 4.5
236. Acus line t 9 O 1 2.9 2 .66
237. Longmoadow 1.4 2 13 7 3 1.4
238. Swansea 2.8 1.9 10.5 7.3 12
239
. Dighton 9 4.5 18 6 2.7
240 . 2ast Long-
meadow 4.6 8.1 21 3.2 3.2
241. Bellingham 1.3 2.6 5 2.7
242
^
,,
r
i 1 brabj— 2.2
243. Hull 8 5 33 1.2 8
244. Shirley 8 3.4 15 7.2 11
245. Ilillville 1 3.1 23 3.4 2.7
246. llehoboth 7.4 2 15 2 13
247
.
Hanson .6 22 13 1.3 3
248. Ashburnham 8.3 1 10 211 1.3
249. Rayham 8.6 1.7 7.9 7.3 16
250. Georgetown 1.6 1.2 8.6 5.4 5.5
251. 3turbridge 1 1 1 1 . 1
252. Cheshire 2 3 12 1.5 1
255 • i> a J. l s oury 1.3 1 7.2 o . o 0
254. '.Vestwood 1 4 1.4 1
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Lverage Frequency of Five Cornmuni cable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts from 1000 to 5000 Population and
.intain i ubl.ic lli;ii 3olaoolo,
Chicken
X UTk.
Diph-
f1 Vi ;^ t» "i i
I»*e as 1o s 3c;jrlet
r
Whooping
Oough
255. Worth
—
[J j—\ ,~1 ^ "V^ueacimg J_ 2.2 O . / Q•a
coo • in1 CIO. J. e XOll J. ,U 1 .D la 1 .o 4
257. Frostown 1.8 1.7 13 •'5.1 1
258. Nahant 1.8 2.7 14 1.5
<SO J . Coir ain
r
1.7 T A1 .4 4 .4 4
OCAcoU
.
Mattapoise 1 1 o .4 i1 o .7 5 "I Ti1.7
1 1 1 1 /• 1 r">. /-IuucKiana Q• O 1.1 1 .4 • 9
262. Bedford 1 2 2.5 1
263 • Lakevi}.le 3.1 2.3 20 4
Newbury 1 1 7 .<j 1.1 2
OCT
.Jurniigxon O i£ .O 1 1.2
26o. Rowley oa 1.7 / 1.0
^ w /
.
Russell 1 1 4 #5 .8
268. Srving 5.2 3.1 1.3 o .7 1.4
269
.
Lynnfield 1 2 6 3
270. './est Brook
I ield 1 2.7 T A14 1>6 0
271
.
Carver 1 • 6 1 .3 1.5 1
272. Lincoln 1.6 • 4 4.1 ] 2 s
273. Sunderland 1 13 6.9 1
274. iwlar ion 2 o • o 5 .3 1.5
.
7 A
•
275. Southwiok 7.3 4.2 • 1.1 .6
276. Whatley 1.5 1 1.6 1.6 1.1
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average Frequency of Five Communicable Diseases in Tovms
of°Massachusetts from 1000 to 5000 Population and
Mot i.ii;;.nt;:iii.iar Pu lie -.L
'
-
/.
.
,
(jhiffikon Diph- Z So it ."/hooping
Fog ther i
a
_
^ Si
~ ° Fever Cough
277. Clarksburg .8 1 4.6 2.5 5.5
278. Norfolk 1 2 6.4 3.1 .8
9 70 :st otoukk
bridge .6 Q. «> 6 2 1.2
280 . Lane sborough 1 1 8.4 .9 1
281. 'Henham 5.3 1 1.5 1.2 1.7
282. Berkley 3 .1 .4 0 .5 1 .c: i- •<->
283 • Tvngsb0r 0ugh 1 1.4 4.1 1.4 .2
284
.
Rochester 3 .8 7.5 2 5.1
285. Berlin 0 .8 1.3 .9 .1
286. Hubbardston .4 1 2 1.2 0
287 . Ilinsdale 4.2 1.4 1.3 .8 3
288. Harvard 1 2 4 3 5
289
.
Bo^lston 1 .2 7.5 1.4 . "
290. East Brook-
field 1.3 .4 3.3 1.6 .5
291
.
Gill 1 • '—
'
5 2.4 2.2
292. Southampton 0 1 1.3 .6 * w
293. Royalston .8 1 3.3 1 0
294 . Granby 1 • O 1 .o J. .£
295. Bolton .2 1 9.4 1 .4
296. Bee ket .2 .9 1.7 1 .8
297 . infield 0 .9 7.2 1 0
298. Lever 0 .2 1.3 1 .9
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Average Frequency of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts from 1000 to r>000 Popualtion
and not Maintaining Public High Schools,
299 . Dana
300. Hamden
301. Richmond
Chicken
Po~
-2
5.4
0
Diph- Measles Scarlet Whooping
therta Fever Cou:Ji
1
1*3
9.
4
1
5
.2
• 2
.2
.2
0
302. Halifax 0
303. Granville 0
304. Paxton .2
305. Boxford 1
306. Qakam .2
0
0
.8
.2
0
3.7-
2.2
.5
2.5
.2
.9
1
1
1
.8
.1
1 .5
.2
307. Pelham
308. Plympton
309. Carlisle
310. Hancock
311. Truro
.2
0
0
.2
1.1
0
.8
0
.8
7
4.4
.9
2.6
2.5
0
1.4
.4
0
1.3
0
.8
0
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TABL3 AUldB^R III .
The following data shows the average case-rate;
i.e. the average frequency of Chicken Fox, Diphtheria,
lueasles, Scarlet Fever and Whooping Cough per 1,000
population in the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts.
These data too, are grouped in four divisions as in the
preceding tables.
The figures in this table were obtained by apply-
ing the fMlowing formula to each of the 311 Cities
and Towns studied
Case-rste/1000 - Average Population
average Case-rate x 1,000

Average Case Rate per 1000 of Five Communicable Diseases
in Cities of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929.
Cities
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria
A'leasle s Scarlet
Fever
Whooping
Cough
1. Boscbon 1.91 2.75 3.05 2.12 1.72
2. -or^'iester 1.97 1.26 4 2„31 2.05
3. Springfield 1.11 1.18 3.88 2 1.52
4. Fall River 1.01 1.55 6.03 .94 1.68
5. Cambridge 2.58 2 8.35 2.08 1.71
6. New Bedford .83 1.32 5 .76 1.17 .76
7. Lowell .62 1.62 4.25 1.32 .72
8. Lynn .72 2.05 4.42 2 .33 1.05
9 . Somerville .78 1.63 5.16 1.17 1.1
10* Lawrence .88 1.6 4.26 1.72 1.39
11. Brockton 1.42 2.2 3.18 1.79 3.22
12. Ilolyoke .5 1.7.4 6.52 1.93 .83
13. Quincy 1.38 1,72 6*92 1.82 1.95
14. Newton 2.34 1.3 5.88 2.08 3.3
15. Maiden 1.19 2.0 2.64 2.16 1.37
16. Haverhill 1.6 2.19 6.08 1.92 2.49
17. Medford 1.35 1.28 5.95 1.84 1.56
18. Chelsea 1.19 2.46 4.87 2.23 1.13
19. Pittsfield 1.22 1.45 3.69 2.22 1.87
20 . Fitizhburg 1.01 1.75 8.15 1.08 .91
21. Salem 1.87 2.83 4.15 1.68
22. iSverfctt 2.34 2.68 5 .6 1.87 1.38
23. Chicopee .735 1.65 2.71 1.04 3.54
Boston University
School of Education
Library
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Average Case Sate per 1000 of Five Communicable Diseases
in Cities of Massachusetts from 1915 - 1929.
-
Chiclten
Pox
Diph-
theria
Measles • Scarlet
£ ever
Y/hooping
24. Taunton .77 .87 2.64 1.89 .98
25. Waltham 2.01 2.47 5.94 2.08 2.27
c-. O
.
Revere 2.7 SB OA o »u o o.uo ~\ fMJ_ . U'i
27. Northampton 1.5 2.£5 6.45 2.2 .9
28. Gloucester .727 1.32 3.59 2.72 .635
29 . North Adams .4 1.03 3.72 1.75 1.57
30. Beverly 2.2 1.28 1.06 2.42 1.41
O J. • Leominister 1.54 1 AO o »uo
o <~> • Attleboro .344 1.08 4.12 1.92 .786
IB r7oo • Melrose 1.32 .95 2.91 (t .OO 1.64
54. Peabody 1.61 3.13 7.9 3.^3 2.35
35 . Westf ield 1.5 2.46 9.1 2.2 .75
36. Gardner 2.32 l.ar 6 .57 2.27 1.92
37. Woburn 1.38 1.38 3.79 2.11 1.32
38. Liarlborough 1.47 1.88 12.32 2.48 .87
39 . Newburyport 2.16 1.02 3.12 2.42 1.97
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Average Case Rate of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts above 5000 from 1915 - 1929
.
Chicken
Pox
Di ;h-
theria Measles
'-II .mo
Fever
Vi r\ f> ~c\ "l Y\ rt
..xiuopxxig
Cough
40 • Brookline 2.76 1 OP ^ a^O . DO i pi P AP
41. Watertown p p 2.76 1.37 P A O 1.33
42. Arlington 2.35 1.35 10.15 2.79 1.47
43. Framingham 2.78 1.94 5.96 2.44 2.21
44. Methue
n
2.59 1.26 2.91 2.54 o rz £t
45 . weymouth 1.34 »'JG P p P ^ A
46. Y/inthrop 1.0}. 1.95 2.79 1.51 1.56
47. 7/akef ielii. 1.83 1.6 7.32 2.51 1.14
48. Southbridge 2.27 -L . -L O . <£ J- .1 J. .<tD
49. Yfest Spring-
field 1.06 .98 4.3 1.34 .98
50. Belmont 2.73 .'-j » o o A CM
51. Greenfield 1.3 1.06 3.13 1.3 1.71
52. Mi If or
d
1.5 1.35 4.75 2 # 72 & iOO
53. Clinton .94 1.03 3.28 1.56 1 .03
54. Norwood 2.01 1.27 3 .36 2.68 2.01
55 . Dedham 1.605 1 .89 d, .46 2 .DO ± .52
56. Adams 7.03 2.03 1.87 1.64 1.405
57. Webster 1.54 1.03 3.24 1.54 6.62
58. Braintree 1.34 2.14 1 3.48 2.46
59 . jlymouth 1.53 1.07 O nc. ID 3.89 1.98
60. Natick 1.68 1.03 3.46 .93
61. Milton 3.5. 1.03 8.87 2.37 4.64
62. Saugus 2.86 1.34 8.15 2.36 3 .31
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Averate Case Rate of ^r ive Communicoble Diseases In Towns
of i.iassachusetts above 5000 from 1915 - 1929.
Chicken Diph- Measles Scarlet //hooping
Pox the -ia Fever Cough
'
-
bo •
64.
ijaiuvers
Easthampton
1 SB
2.. 66
o
c,
2.42
A Q9
2.58
D R A
1.42
ri
3
65. .Yinchoster 3.74 1.33 9.45 2.61 2.06
66. 1.71 1.39 4.16 3.52 2.96
p. no / . "D<-
~\ tvi one
• <o» 0 i 9p A i no one#£iy o
68. Fairhaven 4.86 2.04 2.94 3.84 1.54
69. Andover 1.78 1.31 11.62 2.26 4.04
i\j • lmOz; Lfior lege 1 PR P. AO O .U<£ 1 /IT
71. North Attle-
boro .875 1.93 1.31 .656 .436
7 oret Athoi 1.02 • / ±0 O RR J. .4bo Or;
1 O » Bridgewater 1.385 1 R1J. .OX / .OO PPR x •
•7 A
f <fc • Middleborough2 .39 9 f7R c> o n6 / D ono »y y
75. Stoneham 2.97 3.09 •371 2.35 3.34
76. Bf liesley 2.13 a.45 6.37 1.97 1.6.4
77 Dar tmou&h 2.11 4. OA ppp O.J.
rrp Needham .736 A T >7.-L / O »ol .y o •49
/y • Swaripscott 2.24 .59 3 #42 1.17 4 .36
80. Ludlow
.§3 4.7 1.5 2.84
81. Reading 1.54 1.28 565 2.7 1.67
P 9
• • Ware 7.13 o of; 8.7b 1.87 1 .12
83. Marbelhead 1.4 .98 .84 2.79 1.4
84. Hudson 1.86 1.62 4.85 2.24 1.86
85. -antague 1.19 1.33 9 .3 1.99 .53
86
. Rockland 1.67 2.83 2 .83 2.57 5.14
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Average Case Rate of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts above 500Q from 1915 -1929.
Chicken
Pox
Diph
theria
Scarlet
Fev^r
7/Tioop in
Cough
87. Maynard 2.06 . 8^j 7 4.1-1- 1.79 .827
88. Stoughton .735 3.09 2.8
89. ".Tiiitman 2.16 .864 1.87 1.15 .864
90. Lexington 1 • / / 2.21 3.1 6.2 5.3
91j a, . Concord 1.89 -79 6 .32 2 .21 3.31
92. Franklin 1.07 1.24 2.60 1.07 .46
93. Crafyonc 1.38 2.77 4.84 1.93 .415
94. North Andove rl.56 .778 .79 1.09
95. 3outh rladley 1.22 1.4 1.05 1.05 .575
96. Llansf ield 1.53 1 gfl 1.07 .46
97. Chelmsford 3.7 2.36 4.55 2.86 5.06
98. Spencer 1.C1 3.4 1 P>7 1.36 .51
99 . \7alpole 2.58 1.11 11.25 1.85 3 .51
100. Llillbury 1.72 1.21 1.72 1.37 2.74
101. Great Har-
rington 3.25 Q7 11 ft 2. 7fi T Q
102. Jasracut 3.03 1.51 2.19 1.16 2.36
103. Westhorough 2.28 1.04 4.2 1.04 2.98
1042 Agawam 1.52 2.66 4.37 .95 4
105. V/inchedon, 2.54 1.86 15.25 2.71
106. Uxbridge 1.78 1.96 6.93 .89 1.06
107. Einghani 1.04 1.04 3.98 2.08 .692
108. Ipswich 1.3 .813 3.74 1.62 .812
109. Amlierst 1.26 1.26 8.06 2.66 2.48
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Average Case Rate of Five Communicable Diseases in Towns
of Massachusetts above 5000 from 1915 - 1929.
Chicken Diph- jfoaslea Scarlet ooping
Pog thcria Fov ;r 'Jou:-;h
110. Canton .C1G .982 3.6 1.47 Ol
111. J.bington 2.39 1.36 2.56
,
2.02 4.95
112. Shrewsbury .48 .72 4.32 .96 .96
113. Barnstable .42 .42 1.05 2.94 1*26
114. Randolph 5.87 1.26 3.99 1.68 2.1
115. 7/areham 4.98 2.74 7.96 2.74 5.5
116. Easton .799 .399 .199 2.99 ...599
117. Orange 3,34 .73 8.7 .926 .926
118. Konson 4.24 .844 9.06 2.12 2.33
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of five Communicable Diseases
in Towns of Massachusetts of less than 5000 Population and
and not .Maintaining Public Hi^h Schools 1915-1929.
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
the ria Measles
Scarlet
Fever
Whooping
''ou r-h
119. Foxkes*
borough .46. 1.62 4.2 .92 .46
~\ on120 . Hollerica 1.85 x .o± 9 ,1 O rZ, r7. X .O
121. Somerset .556 .27 2.78 1.39 .27
122. Blackstone! .84 1.12 5.32 3.08 .28
123. Falmouth .61 1.22 3.96 2.44 5.19
124. Terapleton 2 1 4 2.25 2.5
1 OR W.stport .985 'x on ± .OX O 1<s. X X . oft
126. Leieester 1.05 1.57 3.41 1.05 .26
127. Dalton .81 1.9 6.5 1.08 1.9
128. Lee 1.03 1.08 3.1 .516 2.84
129. Oxford .75 1.B5 5 .5 1.25 1.75
130. Williams
town .561 .84 A O4.2 O O A o o n
131. Warren 2.95 1.31 5.56 .327 .327
132. Rockport .55 1.43 3.30 3.68 4.13
133. Medf ield .835 1.14 7.1 1.7 .ass
134. Province-
town 1.18 1.18 2.84 1.18 2.13
135. V/estf ield 2.09 1.22 4.5 3.59 3.59
136. East Bridge
water "l.l8 .59 2.36 1.48 .59
137. tfilmin.--
ton 3.5 .81 13.65 1.21 2.36
138. Holden 1.65 .65 4.66 3.11 3.77
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of Five Communicable Diseases
in' Towns of Massachusetts less than 5000 Population
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria
Measles ScarletFever
'//hooping
Cou^h
138. Holden
139. Batre .606 1.21 7.89 1.51 .303
140. llolbrook .795 .703 4.74 .52 .948
141. V/rentham .705 1.66 8 1.09 1.12
142. Hopedale 1.11 1.16 3.48 1.04 1.39
143. Nantucket 1.81 .5 1.92 1157 2.3
144. Medway 1 . 33 .998 1.73 1.66 .632
145. West Bridge
water 1.95 1 52 5 .22 1-35 1 .95
146. Sharon .445 1.21 3.73 1.41 2.02
147. Hacdwick .71 1.42 3.54 1.06 1.42
148. North Brook-
field 1.67 2.26 3.29 .946
149. Ayer 1.03 .313 4.68 .907 1.34
150. Bourne .853 .568 7.71 2.03 2.84
151. Deerfield 1.69 .74 3.87 1.23 1.55
152. Cohassett 1.25 .823 7.06 3.4 2.62
153. Weston 2 . 5o 1.42 .98 2.46 .266
154
.
Belchertown 1.94 .92 4 .41 2.28 4.07
155. Lenox 1.29 1.66 5.49 3.45 3.74
156. Hadley .737 .772 3.08 1.47 .773
157. Holliston 1.27 .746 2.73 1.49 2.62
158. Pepperell o .725 2.02 2.35 1.53
1 1 111
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of five Communicable Diseases in
Towns of Massachusetts of less than 5000 population
and not maintaining Public Hj';h Schools . 19 1-3-1929.
Chicken ^iP n"l.ieasles Scarlet .hooping
Pox theria Fever Sough
159. ]S]or todm 1.19 9.3 2.65 4.03
160. Hanover .79 .95 4.74 1.58 2.45
161. Scituate 1.42 .975 4.5 5.7 3.37
162. Hatfield 1.58 .45 1.13 1.13 .75
163 • Lancaster 2.63 1.84 2. 63 2.17 1.88
164. liopkinton 2.01 1.5 9.13 3.79 O . <j ft
165 . Kingston 2.02 2.26 10.10 2.95 3.88
166. Ashlnad .41 .573 2.46 .573 1.88
167. Manchester .406 .905 20.75 1.81
168. Groveland 1.43 1.39 10.75 2.15 1.07
169. Groton 2.84 .95 4.26 1.04 4.12
170. Acton 3.82 2.16 3.22 .92 4.6
171. Douglas 1.46 .59 9 .57 1.68 4 .6
172. Avon 1.68G 1.42 11.45 3.08 4.26
173. Merrimac .361 .587 R Q f\ 1.85 .361
174. Chai?lton .266 • 3 *7 £j 1.59 1.22 .319
175. Wayland 3.7 2.11 12.69 4.23 1.06
176. Rutland .602 .842 2.4 3.79 1.26
177 . Sutton .53 408 1.75 .816
17G. Harwich .179 »oo9 4.78 .598
179 . Soutiiborough 2.16 1.05 13.35 2.22
180. Hamilton .934 1.46 2.4 1.13 2.27
>> $ » 1
1 «
1 1
* 1 .>
1 ! 1
> )
->
1
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itvarace Case Rate per 1000 of J?ive Communicable Diseases
in Towns of M
Population an i. l i. ... i ilio Li
5000
Schools
.
Cnic
Pox
Diph-
theria
Lleasles Soarlet
i?evor Cough
161. Williams"bur 2.7 1.38 11.5 j 9 j 1.72
182. Upton 5.96 1.19 1 .85 1 .12 3.7
183. Northborough 2.49 .462 9.26 3.01 6.36
184. West Soyl-
ston .562 .73 7.3 .956 1.46
185
.
Townsend 1.17 .69 7.3 2.41 4.82
186. Westminister o . o po n 1.73 1.4 1.4
187. Lununburg •364 1.03 3.94 2.76 .606
188. Stockbrid^e .95 1.005 5.2 1.005 1.77
189. Northf ield .45 .52 1.52 1.52 1.29
190
.
kllllS 2.38 1.12 7 .95 .795 .795
19&. Marshf ieia. 1.5 1 1.7 1.41 2.58
192. Dennis 2.4 .72 1.51 1.44 1.22
193. Chatham .564 .62 1.24 1.18
194. Duxbury 1.34 .294 10.25 .88 .588
195 . Sheffield .738 .82 7.38 1.88 2.04
196. Huntington .915 .564 1.27 1.06 .846
19 7. 3helburne 3.82 . .566 7 .8 2.9 .637
198. Yarmouth .531 .177 7 .07 .85 .531
199. Sterling 1.84 .72 8 .962 1.92
200. Chester .78 .938 3.12 4.68 4.68
201. Plainville .596 1.12 8.96 4.48
202. Pembroke 1.53 .73 10.2 3.65 1.02
203. Sandwich .78 .695 5.78 .695 0
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of FiYe Communicable Diseases
in Towns of Massachusetts less than 5000
Population and Mai itaining Public Ili
t
;h Schools
Uhicken
rox
Diph-
theria
Measles Scarlet
Fever
Whooping
Coup;h
201
.
Norwe 11 1.G7 1.46 2.19 2.52 3.33
205, Tisbury 2.5 .645 1.85 1.05 .645
206. Littleton 1.77 3.04 «-) # 33 i;08 2 .3
207
.
Us sex 8.04 .73 3.21 1.46 3.14
208. Brookfield 1 .714 10 .93 1.78
209. Sudbury .925 .73 .925 .925 .925
210. West .Newbury 1.7 2.72 17 1.56 2.04
211. Oak Bluff 1.03 .618 8.25 .825 2.16
212. ildgartoim 1.31 2.1 .877 1.23 1.14
213. Stow .918 .55 .284 1.28 1.19
214. Orleans .645 1.07 3.87 3.98 1.39
215
.
Dover .755 1.25 8.94 1.76 0
216 Mendon 0 .408 .918 1.02 .613
217
.
New Marl-
borough 1 .8 8 5 5.4
218. Conway 3.74 1.2 10.85 6.4 .725
219 . Sherborn 1.01 .812 1.28 .945 .675
220
. &shf ield 5.5 .5 9 .88 .25 •5
221. Topsf ield 10.58 0 7 .95 1.32 .795
222. Ashby 1.01 1.26 1.26 1.14 0
223. Bernardston 1.05 "I r?0 1.45 3.2 3.16
224. Brimfield 1.47 O 5.: 8 1.76 .295
225. Charlton .286 .286 4.86 1.43 .972
1 1
» 4
1
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of Communicable Diseases in
Towns of Massachusetts less than 5000 Population
and Maintaining Public Hi;-;h School^.
Chicken Diph- Measles Scarlet 7/hooping
Pox theria Fever C jurh
226. Vfellfleet 1.3 1.56 6.5 2.99 1.69
227. Brewster 2.19 6.24 1.56 .312 2.19
228. Princeton .323 .323 4.84 14.50 1.61
229. Petersham .666 1.67 2.34 3.5 .333
230. New Salem 3.06 .816 2.65 8.37 4.07
231. Cummington 0 3.5 10 2.5 .5
J * » 1 T
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of Five C^TmuniOfjblc Diseases
in Towns of Massachusetts from 500 to 5000
Po^O.stton and not Maintaining Public High Schoo ls.
7 " icken Diph- Measles d °&rlet v/hooping
Pox ther ia Fever Cough
232. Tewksbury 1.77 1.94 .87 3.73 1.74
233. Auburn 3.08 1.66 10.2 .95 4.5
234. Dudley .298 .716 .537 1.01 2.09
235
.
Seekonk .943 .472 5.13 1.01 1.51
236. Aoushnet .64 .29 .43 .582 .192
237. Longmeadow .457 .654 4.24 2.38 .457
238. Swansea 1.26 .867 4.74 2.29 5.42
uign u on. O .4tO X . / <o A QO . z) c> . o JL . U O
&as c Jjong~
meadow 1.79 3.15 8.17 1.24 1.24
241. Bellingham .596 1.19 2.29 .404 1.24
242. Wilbraham .76 1.03 1.38 .242 .55
243. Hull 5.36 3.56 2.21 .134 5.36
244. Shirley 3.54 1.5 6.64 3.18 4.87
245. I .ilville .441 1.36 10.1 1.5 1.31
246.
dial
Rehoboth 3.73 1.01 7.56 1.01 6.56
247. Hanson .304 11.15 6.5 .66 1.57
248. Ashburnham 4.17 .504 5.04 1.06 .655
249 :Rayham 5.27 1.04
.
4.84 4.47 9.82
250. Georgetown .814 .608 4.36 1.9 2.79
251. Sturbridge .645 .645 .645 .645 .645
252. Cheshire 1.38 2.07 8.27 1.03 .389
253
.
Salisbury .77 .592 4.26 3.14 0
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Average Case Ra'e per 1000 of Five Communicable diseases in
Towns of Massachusetts from 500 to 5000
Population and not Maintaining Public JSl^B
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria
3ce-rlet
Fever
vThooping
Cpu-h
254. '.Vestwood 2.44 .764 3.05 1.07 .764
255. North Read-
ing r-7 0 O,782 1 .72 i no1 .72 2 .99 .625
256
.
- lddleton 1.41 15 .92 1 .15 3 .04
257. Freetovm 1.23 .685 8.9 3.49 .685
258. Nahant 1.4 2.09 1.86 10.8 1.16
259
.
Colrain 1.14 .94 2 ,9o 1.47 2 .68
2G0 • Mattapoisett2 .74 .806 2 .98 4 .03 1 ,o7
261
.
Buck 5.and .592 .815 8 .15 1 .04 a a c.656
262. Bp c\ P orrl -735 1.47 3.68 1.84 .735
263. T.nlrpvi lip 2 24- 1.67 14.55 1.74 2.69
264 • .87 .87 6 .34 1.965 1.74
of r
^uu • Burlington .295 2 .62 6.72 T fie1 .0o 1 .26
266
.
Rowley 1.77 1.5 6 .2 2 .04 1 . j2
267 Russell .77 3 .3 •61o 3.38 0 .31
268. Erving 3.82 2.28 .955 2.72 1.03
269. Lynafield .834 1.67 5 1.67 2 .5
270. Vfest Brook-
field .78 2.15 1.09 1.25 0
271. Carver 2.18 1.3 2.83 3.26 2.18
272. Lincoln 1.78 .444 4.65 1.33 .888
273. Sunderland • 65 .775 10.09 5.34 .775
274. Marion 1.69 2.96 A A O 1.27 6.26
275. Bouthwick 6.64 3,82 3.82 1 .546
276. Whately 1.16 .775 1.24 1.24. .854
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of Five Communicable Diseases
in Towns of Massachusetts from 500 to 5000 Population
and i^ot 'Maintaining; Public llif;h Schools.
Chicken
Pox
Diph-
theria
3c;.ir let
Fever Oourh
277. Clarksburg .695 .87 4 2.17 4.34
•j7o . Norfolk .908 1.82 .726
279
.
,.
:
est Btock-
bridge . D i .96 6.4 2.13 1.28
280. Lanesborou-.h .9 7 .97 8.5 1.874 .97
281. 'ffenham 4.82 .91 1.36 1.09 1.55
282. Berkley 3.41 7.25 1.32 1.32
h % OALi «J • <J . f VJ x « •X
284. Rochester 3.03 .808 7.56 2.02 5.15
285. Berlin 0 .92 1.49 1.03 .115
286. Hubbardston .981 1.96 1.18 0
287. Hinsdale 4.38 1.46 1.35 .834 3.13
288. Harvard .303 .606 1.82 .909 1.51
289. Boylston 1.25 9.38 1.75 .
Bast Brook-
field 1.44 . - - . 1.78 .56
291. Gill 1.19 .238 5 .95 2 .86 2.62
292. Southampton 0 1.35 1.76 .81
-Aoyaxs oon x »Ux 1 9 A U
294. Granby 1.31 .79 1.97 1.57 1.84
295. Bolton .276 1.38 13.05 1.38 .555
J->L> wJLw y x . / o ^ 97 1 Q 9 1 ^Ax .o^
297. 2nf ield 0 1.15 9.23 1.28 0
298. Leverett 0 .307 1.54 1.52
299. Dana .37 1.C3 7.4 3.7 .37
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Average Case Rate per 1000 of L? ive Communicable Diseases
in Towns of Massachusetts from 500 to 5000 Population
and ^ot Maintaining Public Ilir;h .Schools,
Chicken DiPh- ' IvIeasleB Scarlet .;hooP in£Pox theria ?ever Cough
$W. "ipden 9,08 '2.16 1. . .333"
301. Richmond 0 .357 8.93 .357 0
302. Halifax 9 0 7.12 5.77 1.92
303. Granville 0 0 3.73 .339 1.36
304. Paxton .4 1.6 .8 1.8 .2
305. Boxford 1.92 .385 .965 1.92 3.08
306. Oakham .435 0 5.4-4 2.17 .435
307. Pelham 2 2.27 14.45 0 0
308. Plympton .465 0 10.45 3.25 2.32
309. Carlisle 0 1.77 2 .89 1.77
310. Hancock 0 0 5.9 J 0
311. Iruro .4 1.6 5 2.6 ' 2
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tabu: numbe ; iv .
In this table the Cities and Towns are "ranked"
in each of the four groups, according to the average
amount of money spent per capita and the case-rate per
i ,000.
In column I the Cities and Towns are ranked
according to the average amount of money spent per
1,000. In this column the City or Town spending the
most money per capita is ranked number 1 and so on up.
In columns IIa,b,c,d and e the Cities and Towns are
ranked according to the average case-rate per 1,000
for Chicken Fox, Diphtheria, Lleasles, Scarlet Fever
and Whooping Cough respectively. In these columns the
Cities and Towns having the lowest case-rate per 1,000
are ranked lowesu. ... i.e. txie ~>ity or iown having
the lower cases-rate is ranked number 1 and so on up.
- Yd -
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Group Rank of Cities as to:
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Promotion of
health during the period 1915 - 1929,
II. Avergge Cases Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Shicken -^ox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) l.ieasles,
(a) Soar let Fever, (a) V/hoopinp, Cough.
I. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e
1. Boston 35 30 36 8 22.5 27
2. V/orChester 15 31 7 16 30 33
3. Springfield 30 14 6 15 17 10
4. Fall River 20 13.5 17 29 1 24
5. Cambridge 38 26.5 37 19 26
6. New Bedford 17.5 10 12.5 25 4.5 4
7. Lowell 31 4 19 19 6 2
8. Lynn 5 5 28.5 21 31 12
9 . SomervAlle 2 9 20 23 4.5 13
10. Lawrence 14 11 18 20 7 18
11. Brocktoft 28 12 30 10 9 37
12. Holyoke 11 3 23 32 16 6
13. QuAncy 36 20.5 34 10 31
14. Newton 37 36.5 11 26 19 38
15. Maiden 6 16.5 26.5 2.5 24 15
16. Haverhill 9.5 27 31 30 14.4 36
17. Medford 4 19 9 28 11 21
18. Chelsea 12 16 .5 32.5 22 28 14
19. Pittsf ield 17.5 18 15 12 27 29
20 . Fitvhburg 33 12.5 24 36 o 9
21. Salem 3 29 37 16 22.5 24
aa. Everett 13 5 35 24 12 17
23
.
Chicopee 25 7 21 2 39
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Group Rank of Cities as bo:
I, Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Promotion of
health during the period 1915 - 1929.
II. Avera e Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chicken-pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles,
(d) Scarlet Fever, (e) Whooping Cough.
I. (a) (b)
J.JL.
—
(c) (a) (3
24
.
Taunton 8 8 1 2.5 13 10
25. V/altham 19 32 34 27 19 34
26. Revere 29 39 39 7 38 11
27. Northampton 23 14.5 28.5 31 25 .5 8
28. Gloucester 27 6 12.5 11 36 1
29
.
North Adams 16 2 4 13 8 22
30. Beverly 38 34 9 1 33.5 19
31. Leominister 9 .5 26 16 5 37 28
32. ^ttleboro 12 1 5 17 14.5 5
33. Melrose 7 18 2 6 32 23
Fpahnriv
-L O Ci U \_/ ^J. V 32 28 38 35 39 35
35. Westf ield 1 24.5 32.5 38 25.5 3
36
.
Gardner 26 20.5 9 33 29 30
37. Woburn 24 28 14 14 21 15
38. Marlborough 21 23 25 39 35 7
39 . Newburyport 39 33 3 1 23.5 32
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Group Rank of Towns over 5000 as to:
I. nvera^e Amount Spent per 1000 for Promotion of
health during the period 1915 - 1929
.
II, average Case Rates of Communi cable Diseases
(a) ,/hioken-pox, (b) Diphtheria, (e) Measles,
(d) Scarlet Fever, (e) iVhoopin" Cough*
i. Lai [jj He) U)" (o)""
40. Brookline 29 64 29 38 33 56
41. Watertown 23 52 74 12.5 29
42. Arlington 73 56 46 .5 75 67.5 34
43. Framingham 70 65 58 57 49 .5 46
44. Iviethuen 19 71 38 27 54 52
45 . 7/eymouth 18 22.5 3 25 49 .5 13
46 . Wintnrop 2 10 .5 59 24 25 37
47
.
V/akefield 37 .5 44 54 63 53 26
48. Southbridge 4 54 30 68 14 33
49 . West Spring
field 67 14 18.5 46 19 21
50. Belmont 61 63 71 62 52 70
51. Greenfield 16 20.5 27 31 18 40
52
.
MiIford 55 29 45.5 52 64 SO .5
53. Clinton 11 9 22.5 33 27 23
54. Norwood 75 47 40 35 61 43
55. Dedham 47 36 57 16 59 35
56. Adams 45 78 63 12.5 29 31
57. Webster 12 33.5 22.5 31 26 78
58. Braintree 26 32.5 65 6 75 54
59. Plymouth 74 31.5 28 22.5 78 42
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Group Rank of Towns over 5000 as to:
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Promotion of
health during the period 1915 - 1929.
II, average Case Hates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chicken-pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles,
(a) ocarlet Fever, (j) .Uoj i , .yj. *i.
I. (a) (b) (c) i i) Lfl
60. Watiok 48.5 38 22 .5 19
61 Mi 1 + nn 7Q 71 pp R 7T A 7 7P
AS R 7 70 R
xj CULL V G 1 o -LU O <C
•
^4t .0 1 A
: m
ton 21 62 69 60
65. Winchester
34 73 35 74 57 44
66 . Amesbury 85 39 44 76 52
O f . JL <t± .o /l Q R'iy .d 9 J. jl
t ell Xilci. V t3 11 JO ft A OQ n n1 l ub
69. Andover 72 4a.
5
77 69
70. Northbridge
28
•
28 15 60 74 32
71. North-
y nO
79 b-bllOJ. 'iO.O JL.C Q lo .o Or;
to*
water 25 51.5 22
74. Middle
-
borough 5 57.5 32 79
75. Stoneham 13 67 77 2 46 65
76. vVellesley 78 50 70 57 37 38
77. Dartmouth 58 56 3 61
78. Needham 23 4 79 7
79. owampseott 1 53 4 36 16 71
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Croup #ank of Towns over 5000 as to:
I. leverage Amount Joent por 1000 for Promotion
Heal tli duriilg the per iod 19 15 - 19 on •
II, ii.ver.-i e Can3e Rates of Comrau ' icahle diseases
(a) Chicken--pox, Id) Diphtheria, (c 1 iue a t>± q s
,
(d) Scarlet Fever, ( e) «Yhoor:mr CouKh.
(I) UT W)
-II
Co)
.....
(.•)""
80. Ludlow 42 51 R 1OA. A ft
81. Reading 59 32.5 41.5 3 Ofi T,nOs
82. Ware 51 79 67 79
83. Alarblehead 39 26 18.5 ; 67.5 30
84. Hudson 37.5 55 54 43 41
85 . Montacue 16 44 73 AD Q;?
86. Rockland 50 37 76 26 \j O I
o
87. Maynard 31 48 15 43 32 16
88. 3tou£*hton 53 8 9 29 69 48
89 . Whitman 43.5 51 16 12.5 15 17
90. Lexington 64 .5 41 66 30 IV / O
91. Concord 48.5 46 11 58 A O r> r* rrDO .O
92. Franklin 32 15 36 21 11 .5 4.5
93. Grafton 7 24 75 3 36 2
94. North And-
o /er 46 35 10 4 -Lo o
95. South Hadle3r
35 17 50 7.5 1U 1U
96. Mansfield 52 31.5 34 15 11 »o
97. Chelmsford 41 73 68 49.5 70.5 74
98. Spencer 30 10.5 78 12.5 2Q 8
99. Walpole 77 60 31 76 34 66
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Group Rank of 'Towns over 000 as to:-
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Promotion of
Health during the period 1915 - 1929.
II. ^verage Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chicken pox, [hi Diphtheria, (c) Hieasle3
,
(d) Scarlet i? ever, (e ) Whoop
i
ng Cough.
II.
I. (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
100. Iviilbury 15 40 33 10 21 57
101 • Great Bar-
rington 36 69 17 78 66 67
102. Dracut 23 58 51 16 17 53
103 • Y/estborough 6 65 25.5 45 9 59
104
.
^.gawam 63 30 72 48 6 68
105. Winchendon 60 59 56 79 63 48
106. Uxbridge 3 42.5 60 61 4 24
107. Hingham 66 13 25.5 41 39 12
108 • Ipswick 56 20.5 12 40 28 15
109
. Amherst 68 18 28 66 60 55
110. Canton 69 6 20 37 2^- 28
111. Abington 76 57.5 48 18. 5 40 73
112. Shrewsbury 62 3 7 47 7 20
llo . Barnstable 71 m2 nZ 7.5 72 27
114 • Randolph 2 77 38 42 30 45
115. V/areham 64.5 76 73 65 65 77
116. fiaston 57 5 1 1 73 11
117. Orange 39 70 8 69 5 18
118. Monson 17 74 14 72 41 50.
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Group Ranks of Towns less than 5000 and Llaintaining
Public High Schools as to:
I. Ar«rag« Amount Spent during the period 1915-1929
per 1000 for the Promotion of Health.
II. Average Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles,
(d) Soarlet Fever, (e) Whooping Jou^h.
I .1. (a) lb) (ci Id] le)
119. Foxborough 33 13 94 58 15.5 17
120. Billerica 1.5 81 100 94 79 51
121. Somerset 82 20 3 34 47 6
122. Blackstone 9M 38 66 68 . 94.5 7
123. Falmouth 111 24 75.5 51 82 111
124. Templeton 9 86 59 .5 52 77 83
125. Westport 108 46 111 11 86 61
126. Leicester 64 53 93 43 26.5 4
127. Dalton 12 37 102 75.5 30.5 69
128. Lee 34 52 64 37 5 87
lag. Oxford 14 31 99 71 43 64
130. Williamstown 93.5 17 50 53 75.5 8
131. Warren 21 102 79 72 3 13
132. Rockport 18.5 16 86 41 104 104
133. Ivledf ield 65 40 68 79 65 9
134. Province town 101 59.5 69 35 37.5 75
135. Westford 87 89 75.5 56.5 102 94
136. East 3ridr;e-
water 8 59.5 23.5 27 56 21
137. Wilmington 79 103 44 111 39 81
138. Holden 83 74 28 59 96 98
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Group Rank of Towns less than 5000 and Maintaining Public
High Schools as to:
I, Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Medical -inspection
during the period 1915 - 1929.
II. Average Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Ohickenpox, (b) Diphtheria^ (c) Measles,
(dl Scarlet F 0v;r, (a) Yftiooping Cou^Ii.
I (a) (b) (q) Id) km)
159 . Barre 68 23 73 .o 85 08 11
140. Holbrook 9 36 31 51.5 6 41
141. iiVrentham 12 27 96.5 90 32 45
142. Hopedale 27 56 95 44 24 53.5
143. Nantucket 86 80 14.5 23 61 "9 .5
144. Medway 37 65 58 17.5 63 29
145 . 7/est Bridge-
v/ater 34 85 90 67 46 71
146. Sharon 48 11 73.5 46 49.5 72
147. Hardwick 58 28 84 45 28.5 56
148. North Brook-
field 83 75 107.5 42 98 40
149. Ayer 67 51 6 60 14 52
150. Bourne S4 39 2Q 83 71 87.5
151. Deerf ield 50 76 .5 40 48 .5 41.5 59
152
.
Cohassett 4 60 48 77 99 85.5
153. Weston 93.5 98 84 5 83 5
154. Belchertown 45 84 53 55 78 101.5
155. Lenox 69 62 96.5 70 100 97
156. Hadley 58 29 42 36 55 35
157. Holliston 56.5 61 41 33 57 85.5
158. Pepperell 10 104 35 24 80 58
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Group Rank of Towns less than 5000 and Maintaining Public
Sigh Schools as to:
t. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Medical Inspection
during the period 1915 - 1929.
II. Average Case Hates of Oommuai cable Diseases
(a) Ohickenpox, (b) diphtheria, fc) Measles
( d ) (, 3 o r \ et Fever , ( e ) Whoo ^in.^ Qou r h
.
I
-—II
(a) (b) M U) U)
159 orton. 41 94 70 97 88 100
160. Hanover 46 5 58.5 61.5 62 82
161. Scituate 72 66 57 56.5 111 93
162. Hatfield 98 73 12 34.5
163. Lancaster 66 99 101 31 73 57 .5
164. Hopkinton 24 87 93i 95 105.5
165. Kingston 36 88 107.5 102 90 9 9
166 • Ashland 70 10 21 30 7 67.5
167/ Manchester 109 113 68 95
Groveland 91 67 82 105 72
Grot on 1 101 55.5 44
170. Acton 95.5 109.5 105 15 .5 107 .5
171. Douglas 7 68 23.5 64 107.5
172. Avon 94 .5
173. Merrimac 6 7 74 69 15
174. Chailton 29.5 • 12
175. Wayland 56.5 107 104 109
T rrr. Rutland 78 51 ? R nWO # v 105.5
177. Suttbon 20 14 105 19.5 10 16
178. Harwich 47 3 8 DO
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Orroup Rank of Towns less than 5000 and Maintaining Public
High Schools as to:
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Medical Inspection
during the period 1915 - 1939.
II. Average Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d)
Scarlet i?ever. (e) V/hoo -in.*: 'Jou;h.
.1 (a) (b) U) 141 (o)
179. oOUtll-
borough 79 92 63 no 7Af
180. Hamilton 99 87.5 #5 34 .5 78
181. 'Williams-
burg 95.5 100 81 107 87 63
-i- ^. -
. • Upton 76.5 112 70.5 21.5 33
183. North-
borough 26 96 13 96 113
184. V/est Boyl-
s t o n 3 1 onoU »<_) 0 /
185. Townsend 45 57 29 80.5 81 110
186. Y/estminister
D Ci 105 49 17.5 55
187. Lununburg 17 8 62 50 89 25
188. 3tockbridr:e
42 45 61 66 22 65
189 . Northfield 22 IE 16 14 59 50
190. Mill is 75 95 66 86.5 9 36.5
191. Marshfield 107 70 59.5 19.5 49.5 84
192. Dennis 11 93 33.5 13 52 48
193. Chatham 29.5 19 26 7 ^7
194. Duxbury 100 72 5 104 13
195. Sheffield 88 30 47 82 70 73.5
196. Huntington 19 41 18 9 28.5 38
197. Shelborne 5 109.5 19 84 91 30
198. Yarmouth 16 15 78 12 20
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Group Rank of Towns less than 5000 and Maintaining Public
High Schools as to:
I # Average Amouitt Spent per 1000 for Medical In-
spection during the period 1915 - 1922.
II. Average Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles,
(d) Sc; rlet Fever, (e) ./hooping Cough.
I M —IIU) "ill' "(e)"
199 • Sterling 90 82 33 .5 89 21 70
200
.
Chester 44 33 .5 54 38 109 109
201. Palinville 43 21 66 93 75 .5 106
202
.
Pembroke 68 71 37 .5 103 103 42
205. Sandv;ich 24 33.5 30 47 8 2
204
.
Korwell 3 83 87 .5 25 92
205. Tisbury 54.5 97 27 21.5 26.5 31
20G. Littleton 8 79 110 69 30.5 79.5
207. ICssex 13 112 37.5 39 54 89
208. Brookf ield 76.5 47 32 100.5 18 66
209 . Sudbury 89 43 37.5 4 17 39
210. West New-
buryfemiy 4 78 109 42 60 73.5
211. Dak Bluffs 97 51 25 91 11 76
212. 2dgartown 92 64 103 2 41.5 46
813. Stow 63 42 17 1 44 47
214. Orleans 85 25 63 48.5 107 53.5
215. Dover 103 32 77 66 .5 2
216. Mendon 40 1.5 10.5 3 23 27
217. New Marl-
borough 59 55 45 89 110 112
218. Co&way 82 107 72 106 112 33
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£roup Rank of Towns less than 5000 and Maintaining Public
High Schools as to:
I. Average Amount ^pent per 1000 for Medical In-
spection during period 1915 - 1929.
II. Average Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Jhickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, tc) Measles,
(d) oaarlet ?ever, (e) Whoop in- ; Oftugh.
I (a) (b) (c) (e)
219 . oherborn 28 48 .5 45 10 19 32
220 . Ashf ield 60 110 14.5 99 1 18.5
221
.
Topsfield 80 113 1 86 .5 45 36 .5
222 Ashby 73 48.5 78 8 36 2
223. Bernardston
74 53.5 80 12 97 90
224. Brirof ield 65 69 106 73 66.5 10
225 . Charlemont 105 .5 5 4 65 51 22
226. Wellfleet 104 63 92 75.5 92 62
227. Brewster 102 93 113 15 2 77
228. Princeton 110 6 7 64 53 60
229. Petersham 112 26 98 26 101 14
230. New 3alem 105.5 102 46 32 113 101.5
231. Cummington 113 1.5 112 100.5 84 18.5
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Group Sank of Towns less than 5000 and not Maintaining
Public High Schools as to:
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Medical in-
spection during the period 1915 - 1929.
II. Average 6ose Rates of Communicable Diseases
(a) Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles,
(dJ Scarlet fgvgrj (c) ./hooding Oough.
t ( h ) \ c
;
In)
2o2 . Tewksbury 27 55 .5 67 6 75 54.5
233. Auburn 33 68 58 74 17 74
234. Dudley 29 66 23 1 21 60
&O0
.
oeGkOIiK a n JLO AO Pn
236. Acushnet 6 25.5 8 5 9 11
237.
o ^ n Longme adow A £J ^1 09 ft oOCi T ft16
<iOO • ov/ansea p. nD / A D o± A A ft r\60 7c
u ign ton bU Ol .O oy ft 161 ft ^06 .O
9/1 A jiasi. i^ong—
meadow 43 58 76 67 32.5 39.5
241. Bellingham 57 44 25 8 • 39.5
242. Y/ilbraham 65 30 41 13 4 19
243. Hull 74 78 78 24 3 77
244. Shirley 66 71 54.5 57 69 75
245. i.'ilville 45 19 49 73 43 43
246. Rehoboth 1 72 40 63 21 79
247. Hanson 36 12 80 56 11 53
248. Ashburnham 19 74 16 48 27 25
249
.
Rayham 12 77 42 45 77 80
250. Georgetown 18 35 19 41 52 67
251. Sturbridge 37 27 20 3 10 24
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Iroup Rank of Towns less than 5000 and Not Maintaining
Public High Schools as to:
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for liedical Inspection
during the period 1915 - 1929.
II. Average Case Rate of Communicable Dise a s e s
(a) Ohickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles,
(d) Scarlet Fever, (e) Whooping Cough
I (a) .(b) -(c) • (d) (e)
252. Cheshire 11 50 68 63 23.5 28
253. Salisbury 28 31.5 17 40 68 4.5
£jOx # Y/estwood 14 .5 63 24 29 28 31
255
.
North Reading 26 34 61.5 16 67 22
256. Middle-ton 38 52 51 80 30 72
257. Freetown 58 46 22 69 73 27
258. Nahant 64 51 69 19 69 38
259
.
Colrain 2 43 34 27 42 65
260. Ma/ttapoise tt 7 .5 54 28 28 76 47
261. Buckland 4 23 30 65 ^5 25 26
262. Bedford 29 53 33 51 30
263 • Lakeville 16 62 59.5 78 68
264. Newbur TT 13 37 32.5 54 18 54.5
2o5 • Burlington 34 65 75 41
266 • Rowley 5 55 .5 54.5 " 44.5
267 • Russell 20 31 .5 77 72 71
p
£-< vJO » Erving 73 73 7
269
. Lynnfield 53 36 59 .5 46 .5 46 63
270. tfest Brook
-
f ield 17 70
271. Carver 71 61 47 71 61
272. Lincoln 57 13 .5
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Group Ranks of Towns less than 5000 and not Maintaining
Public High Schools as to:
I. Average Amount Spent for Medical Inspection durin
the period. 1915 - 1929.
II. average Case Rates of Communicable Diseases
Ca) Chickenpox, (b) diphtheria, (c) measles,
( d) ocarlat ^ever, (e) ..hoorin , ]ou h.
I. lb)
II—
toj "IV
ounaer _l ana. .O n r.
Q r7 a& /'i . Marion ±4 .0 /4 4ti 23
275. Southwick 32 79 79 18
O TJ C
•vnately rzO 44 3o .J 10 * • 33
Onrr
oj.Qr.tcs ourg TO K33 .0 BE ry 73
9 7P Ob DO .i9
c /y
.
west otookoriU:ge o 3o .o 37 oO o7 A O42
280. Lanesborough 47 38 65.5
•Tenham 49 76 3o 29 52
o o O Berkley c o 69 12 61 40 44 .5
nn7.
• Eyngfaborough rz oo3 o9 46 35 o7 .o 10
»~>o^t Rochester 67 29 64 64 55 76
285. Berlin 44 9 36 14 23.5 9
286. Hubbardston 9.5 15 20 31 4.5
287. Hinsdale 7.5 75 52 11 13 70
288. Harvard 61 11 18 48.5
289. Eoylston 21 7 72 13
290. Bast Brook-
field 41 53 13 .5 32 21
291. Gill 31 45 52 66 64
292. Southampton 72 48 17 12
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Group Ranks of Towns less than 5000 and not liainte ining
Public High Schools as to:
I. Average Amount Spent per 1000 for Itodftoal Inspection
during the y eriod 1815- 1929 .
II. Average Case Rates of Communicfible Diseases
(a) Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Lleasles,
(d) Scarlet I1 ' ever
.
(e) 7/hoo?ing Sou^h.
I. VP)
—II
(c) (a) tt)
293. Royalston 42 42 45 38 oo 4 .5
294. Granby 52 49 27 21 45 57
295. Bolton 48 10 50 77 41 20
296. Be eke
t
73 14 63 31 53.5 51
297. Snfield 36 9 43 71 37.5 A. S
298. Deverett 69 9 22.5 44 50
299 . Dana 59 13 66 62 74 15
300. Hampden 77 80 71 15 5 14
301. Richmond 63 9 10 70 7 4.5
302. Halifax 75 9 3 60 79 58
303. Granville 50 9 3 34 46
304. Paxton 76 16.5 56.5 12
305. Boxf ord 78 59 11 8 53.5 69
306
.
Oakham 70 18 3 49 58.5 17
307. Pelham 30 60 72 79 1.5 4.5
308. Plympton 79 21.5 3 75 67 62
309 . Carlisle 68 9 64 22.5 15 56
310. Hanc o ck 39 9 3 51 1.5 4.5
311. Truro 80 16.5 56.5 46.5 63 59
/
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:
it
Diphtheria, Measles, Scarlet Fever and "'hooding Cough,
r ospectively that is:
3ol. I - Ila of table IV equals col. (a) of Table V.
I - lit
I - lie "
I - lid •.*»* • (d) " n
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The following table shows the difference between ranks of
the Cities as to the amount of money spent per capita for
Medical Inspection and the No. of cases of: (a) Chickenpox,
(b) Diphtheria, (c) lieasles, (d) Scarlet Fever, (e) V/hoop-
inp: Gouc'h, Respectively.
(a) . (b) . (c) . . (4) • (e)
1. Boston 5 1 27 13.5 8
2. Dorchester 16 8 1 15 18
3. Springfield 16 24 15 13 20
4. Fall River 6 .5 3 9 19 4.5
5 . Cambridge 4 7.5 3 15 8
6. New Bedford 7.5 5 7.5 13 13.5
7
.
Lowell 27 12 12 25 29
8. Lynn 0 23 .5 16 26 7
9 . Somerville 7 18 21 2.5 11
10. Lawrence 3 4 6 7 4
11. Brockton 16 2 18 19 9
12. Holyoke 8 12 21 5 5
13. Quincy 15.5 14 2 26 5
14. Newton •5 26 11 18 1
15. Maiden 10.5 • 20.5 3.5 18 10
16. Haverhill 17.5 21.5 20.5 5 26.5
17. Meiford 15 5 24 7 17
18. Chelsea 4.5 20.5 10 16 2
19. Pittsf ield .5 2.5 5 .5 9.5 11.5
20. Fitchburg 20.5 9 3 30 24
21. Salem Z6 34 15 19 .5 21.5
22. Everett 8 22 11 1 4
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The following table shows the difference between ranks of
Cities as to the amount of money spent per capita for
Kedical Inspection and the No. of Cases of : (a) Chicken-
pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet Fever,
(a) (b) (e)
23
.
Chicopee 18 4 21 23 21.5
24. Taunton 0 7 5.5 2
25
.
Waltham 13 15 8 0 15
do . Revere ±u 1U o oCJC, Qy J.o
27. Northampton 8.5 5.5 8 2.5 15
28. Gloucester 21 14.5 16 9 26
29. North Adams 14. 12 3 8 6
30. Beverly 4 29 37 4.5 19
31. Leominister 16 .5 6 .5 4 .o 17 .o 18.5
32. Attleborough 11 7 5 2.5 7
33. Melrose 11 9 1 25 16
34. Peabody 4 6 3 7 3
OO . we szi leia do .0 O / «s4 .0 d
36. Gardner 5.5 17 7 4
37. Woburn 4 10 10 3 9
38. Marlborough 2 4 18 14 14
39 . Newburyport 6 36 38 15.5 7
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The following table shows the difference between ranks
of the Towns over 5000 as to the amount of money spent per
Capita for Medioal inspection and the Ko . of cases of:
(aj Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet
ever, (e) .'/hooping Cough, respectively
.
(a) . (b) to) I 11 (e)
40. Brookline 35 00 9 9 4 27
41. Water town 29 51 10.5 35 6
42. Arlington 17 26.5 2 5 . o 39
43. Framingham 12 13 20.5 24
44. Lie thuen 52 19 35 33
45. Wejrmouth 4.5 15 7 31.5 5
46. .Yinthrop 7.5 58 21 22 34
47. Wakefield 26.5 16.5 25.5 15.5 11.
48. Southbridge 50 26 64 10 29
49 . Vest Springfield 53 48.5 21 48 46
50 . Belmont 2 10 1 9 9
51. Greenfield 4.5 11 15 24
52. Hilford 26 9.5 3 9 4 •
53. Clinton 2 11.5 22 16 12
54 • Norwood 35 14 32
55. Dedham 10 31 12
56. Adams 33 18 32.5
57. Webster 21.5 1015 19 66
58. Braintree 6 .5 39 20 28
59
. 42.5 51.5 4 32
60. 10.5 9 .5 .o 29.!
51. Iwilton 8 - 56.5 32 7
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The following table shows the difference b
of the Towns over 5000 of monev por
capita for Medical inspection and the No es of
:
(a) Ohickenpox, (b) Diphtheria
,
(c) Lieasles, (d) Scarlet
tover , ( e ] Who©ping respa otively
.
(a) (b) (c) (a) M
62* Saugus 31 56.5
63, Daravers 9 52 44 44.5 4
64. iSastliampton
65. 'Winchester 59 1 40 23 10
66. Amesbury 4-6 36 41 33
67. Palmer 26 14.5 22 5
68. Fairhaven 31 o
69. Andover 29 .5 29
70. ^orthbridge 0 15 32
71. North Attleboro 78 2^- 76
72. Athoi 31.5 37.5 25 20.5 18.5
75 f j^r id.sewater 0
74. i-iddleborough 52.5 27 17.5 40 74
75, Stoneham 54 64 11 33
76. Wellesley op o 21 40
77. Dartmouth 9 S3 55
78. Needhani 19 56 11 15 16
79. Swamps co tt 52 35 15
80. Ludlow 15 37 q
R1 . R ft pel it hp1 26.5 17.5 20
82 . 7/are 28 16 19 16
83. Marb&ihead 13 20.5 34 28.5 9
84. Hudson 7.5 17.3 16.5 5.5 3.5
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The following ; table shows the flifference between
rallies of the Towns over 5000 as to the amount of money spent
per capita for Medic al inspection and the No. of cases of
:
(a) Chickenpox
,
(b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet
Feve.', (e) Whooping Opugh, respectively
•
(a) lb) to] (d) (e)
85. Llonta :ue 40 12 16 8 45
Rfi 13 24. 25
R7 17 1 R-LO 1 15
RR 45 4.4. ?4 16 5
RQ
•
.lit fim a
n
7.5 PR R HIOX 28 . 5 26.5
90. Lexington 23.5 1.5 34.5 14.5 11.5
J J. m \J UllOUi u. O r » O Q Ry » o 6.5 15
Q P i 1 cliiivJ- X LI 17 4: 11 20.5 27.5
q a
• 17 COOO 29 5
Q4.
- .
JAU1. oil wtkilLlUvcX 11 OO AO 33 40
95. South Hadley 18 15 27.5 25 25
96. Mansfield 20.5 18 37 40.5 47.5
97. Chelmsford 32 27 8.5 29.5 33
98. Spenoer 19.5 48 17.5 10 22
99. Walpole 17 46 1 43 11
100. Milbury 25 18 5 42
101. Great BarringItoa 33 19 42 30 31
102. Dracut 35 18.5 7 6 30
103. Westbprough 59 19.5 39 3 53
104. Agawam 33 11 15 57 5
105. Winchendon 1 19 3 12
106. Uxbridge 39,5 57 58 1 21
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The following table shows the fli :'ference bet?/een ranks
og Towns over 5000as to the amount of money spent per capita
for Medical inspection and the No, of cases of: (a; CJhickenpok,
(b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet Fever, (e) ..'hooping
Cough respectively, '
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
107. Hingham 53 40.5 25 27 54
108. Ipswich 35 ,5 44 16 28 41
109. Amherst 50 40 2 8 13
110. Canton 63 49 32 45 41
111. Abington 18.5 28 57.5 36 3
IIS. Shrewsbury 59 55 15 55 42
113. 3arnstable 69 69 63.5 1 44
1 1 / nancLoxpn /O OD 4o
115. Sareham 11.5 8.5 • 5 .5 12.5
116. Easton 52 56 58 16 46
117. Orange 41 31 40 34 21
118. Monson 57 3 55 24 33.5
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The following table shows ths difference between ranks
of the Towns with population less nan 5000 and maintaining
public High Schools as to the ompnnt of money spent per
capita for Medical inspection and the number of cases of:
(a) Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet
Feverm (e) Whoo^i'v; ooudi, respectively
.
(a) (h> (o) (d)
119 . jTo&borough 20 25 17 16
120. Hillerica 79 .5 98.5 77.5 49 .5
121. Somerset 62 79 76
122
.
Blackstone 36 92.5 5
123. Falmouth 87 35 .5 60 29 0
124. Temple 'on 77 50 43 74
12 5
.
Westport 97 20 47
126
.
Leicester 11 21 37.5
127. Dalton 90 63.5 17.5 57
128. L33 18 30 PQ PS 7\ * FS
129. Oxford 17 57 50
130. Williamstown 76.5 43.5 40 .5 18 .
131. Warren 81 58 51
132. Rockport '2 .5 ft n R 22.5 85.5
133. 14 56
134 • Province town 41.5
0.35. Wgstf ield o 11.5 7
136 -iast ijridge
wpter 51.5 13.
5
11
137. Wilniin £ton
138. Kolden 11 15
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The following
the Towns with popu
Public Hi^h Bchools spent cani U
Uedical inspection and the number of of: (a) -
pox, (b) Diphtheria i ( c
)
ivie a s J_ e s « (d) 1 Fev-^r
.
(e) Whooping Cough, re s Da otively.
(a) (hi (gj (d) (e)139 • Barre 45 10 57
140. Holbrook 27 52.5
141. Wrentham. 15 84.5 78 20 33
142. Ilopedale 29 17 3 26.5
143. Nantucket 61.5 63 25 6.5
144. Lelway 28 19.5 8
145. Was* Bridge©
wa Lor 51 35 37
140/ oharon 37 2 1.5
147. Hardwick 30 29.5
14G. North Brook-
field 8 24.5 41 15 43
149 . Aver 16 7 53 15
150 . Bourne 15 4.
"
151. Deerfifcld 26.5 10 1.5 8.5 9
152. Gohassett 56 44 73 95 81.5
153. Weston 4.5 9 .o 88.5 88 .5
154. Belchertown 39 oo 10 33 50.5
155. Lenox 7 27.5 1 31 36
156. Hadley 29 16 22 33 23
157. Holliston 4.5 15 £3.5 • 5
158. Pepperell 94 " 14 70
159. Norton 53 29 56 47 59
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Ihe following table shows the difference between ranks
of Towns with population less than 5000 and maintaining Public
High Schools as to the amount spent per capita for 'Medical
inspection and the number of cases of: (a) Chickenpox,
(b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet Fgver, (eJ -'/hooping
Gough, respectively. i
(a) lb] (e)
xuU
.
Hanover 11 Lcj .0 15 »D 16 OD
lui» Scituate 6 15 ID .0 ci9 21
162 • lia Ex iela (ZD o cDO 9 2 ant cc6*D .5 64
163. Lancaster 33 35 35 7 1.5
"1 C /t164
.
Ilopkinton OO 67 71 81.5 o7
loo
.
Kingston f— r)52 71 .5 66 54 63
166 . -.sliland 60 49 40 4o - • •
167
.
l.ianchester 100 57 4 41 14
168. Groveland 24 9 14 19 47
169
.
Groton 100 54. o 43 23 .5 102
1/0
.
.acton 14 9 .5 55 .o 80 12
171. Douglas 61 16 , 5 91 57 100
172
.
Avon 38.5 46.2 79 56 .5 67
173. Merrimac 1 16 68 63 9
174 • Charlton 25 .5 20 13.5 10 .5 17.5
175 • tfayland 50 .5 48 52 .5 51.5 13.5
176. Rutland 56 27 49 .5 27.5 29
177. Sutton 6 85 • 5 10 4
178. llarwick 44 39 16 43 23
179 . Southborough 13 16 31 5 53
180. Hamilton 55, 11.5 70.5 64.5 21
181. Williamsbury 4.5 14.5 11.5 8.5 32.5
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The following table shows the difference between ranks
of Towns with population less than 5000 and maintaining
Public High Schools as to the amount spent per capita for
Medicale inspection and the number of cases of: (a) Chicken
pox, (b) diphtheria , (c) Measles, (d) Scailet i?ever
,
(a) (b) (O (d) (e)
l :
.
Upton 35 .5 6 55 46.5 19.5
183 • Northborough 70 13 70 67 87
184. West Boylston H3 6.5 49.5 11 26
185 . Townsend 12 16 35.5 36 65
186. Westminister 43 13 44 .5 14 7
187. Luminbury 9 45 33 72 8
188 Stockbridge 3 19 24 20 23
189. Northfield 10 8 37 28
190 . mills 20 9 11.5 66 48.5
191. Marshf ield 37 47.5 87.5 57.5 23
192. Dennis 82 22.5 2 41 37
193. Chatham 10.5 22.5 8 1.5
194. Duxbury 28 95 4 8? 77
195. Sheffield 58 41 6 18 14.5
196. Huntington 22 1 10 9.5 19
197. Shelbounne 104.5 14 79 86 25
198. Yarmouth 1 14 62 4 4
199. Sterling 8 56.5 1 69 20
200. Chester 10.5 10 6 65 65
201. Flainville 22 23 50 32.5 63
202. Pembroke 3 30.2 35 35 26
203. Sandwich 9 .5 6 £3 16 22
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The following table shows the difference between
ranks of Towns with population of less than 5000 and main-
taining Public High Schools as to the amount of money spent
per canita for Medical, inspection and the number of cases
of: (a] Chickenpox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Lieasies , (d) Scarlet
H'ovor, (e) Whooping Cough respectively.
(a) (b) (c) U) (e)
o ft a
«i04
. Harwell o4 .0 O O OO onby
Tisbury /TO oo O Q o C£aO .0
duo
.
-Littleton 71 d 61 O O K 71 .5
o ft nd\J7
.
Es sex 99 34 .5 26 41 76
208. Brookf ield 29.5 44.5 24 56.5 10.5
Sudbury 46 ol.o 85 72 50
210 • V/est Newbury fl A74 10 .5 38 56 68*5
211 • Oak Bluffs 46 72 6 86 21
O 1 O Edgartown 28 11 90 50.5 46
213. Stow 21 46 63 19 16
cl4
. Orleans 60 22 36 .5 22 31.5
Dover 71 26 11 36.5 101
o i e£.16 . iwendon 38 .5 29.5 37 17 13
217
. New I.Iarlborough 4 16 30 • 51 53
21S. Conway 25 10 24 30 49
219. Sherborn 20.5 17 18 9 14
220. Ashf ield 50 45.5 39 59 41.5
221. Topsf ield 33 79 6.5 35 43.5
222. Ashby • 24.5 5 65 37 71
223. Bernardstoh 20.5 o 62 23 16
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The following table shows the difference between ranks
of Towns with pop&lation less than 5000 and maintaining
Fublic High Schools as to the amount spent -per capita for
iviedical inspection and the number of cases of: (at Chicken
ptax, (b) Jiphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet Fgver, (e)
.,
r
'oo^i 0our;h respectively.
I*) (o) M
224. Br imf ield 4 41 12 1.5 55
225. Charlemont 100.5 101 40.5 54.5 83.5
!»eiii 1681) T 9J.UJ op p; A 9
227. Brows ter 9 11 87 100 25
228. Princeton 104 103 46 57 50
229. Petersham 86 14 86 11 98
230. New Salem 3.5 59 .5 73.3 7.5 4
231. Oummington 111.5 1 12.5 29 94.5
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The following table shows the difference between rail
of Tovrns with population less than 5000 and not maintaining
Public High Schools as to the amount spent per capita for
Medical inspection and the number of cases of: (a) Chicken
pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d) Scarlet FeVsr,
( e ) 'flhoo p in, • Courdi re spe c t ively
.
b c d e
p o%J 6 Tewksbury 28.5 40 21 48 27.5
Auburn 35 25 31 16 41
234. Dudley 37 28 31
235. 3eekonk 30.5 5.5 20.5 11.5 39
23G
. Adnime t 19 .5 1 3
237. Lon^meado?/ 26 25 16
238. Swansea 19 11
839. Dighton 1.5 1 23.5
240. 2a st Longmesdow 15 33 10.5
241. Bellincham 13 17.5
242. T/ilbraham 35
Hull 71 3
244. Shirley 5 11.5 9
245. Milvillo
246. Rehoboth 71 62 78
:.47. 20 17
] .3 29 6
249. 33
250. ^eorgetov/n 17 1
251. Sturbridge 10 17 34 27 13
252. Cheshire 57 57 12.5 17
253. Salisbury 3.5 11 12 40 23 .5
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Tlic following table showsTthe difference between ranks
in Towns lesa than 5000 and not maintaining Public ^igh
Schools- as to t'.ie amount spentper capita for Medical inspe
tion and the number of cases of: (a) Chicken pox, (b)
Diphtheria, (c) Measles, (d)Scarlet i'ever, (el Whooping
So
u
t
c
:;h re s y <jc t ive ly
.
a b c d e
254. fifestwoo 48.5 9.5 14.5 13 .5 17
255. North Reading 8 35 .5 10
256 • Middleton 14 13 34
257. Jretown 12 36 11 31
258
.
Nahant 13
259. Golrain 41 40
260. Mattapoisett 46 .5 20.5 20.5 68.5 39 .5
251
.
Buckland 19 21
Bedford 22 25
265. Lakeville 43 .5
264. Newbury 19 .5 41 41.5
265. Burlington 31 41 24 7
266. Rowley 50.5 49.5 48 51 39.5
267. Russell 11.5 17 18 53 51
.
268. Erving 17 17 49 8 19.5
269. Lynnf ield 17 6.5 6.5 7 10
270. V/est Brookfield 16 53 17 12.5
371. Carver 10 24 45
•
0 10
272. Lincoln 3 40.5 11 15 20
273. Sunderland 18.5 14.5 36 38 8
274. Marion 39 .5 59.5 27.5 21.5 8.5
275
. Southv/ick 57 57 14 4
276. I&etfcLy 41 22.5 7 29.5 30
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The following table shows the difference between ranks
of Tonus less than 5000 and not maintaining Public liigh
Jchools as to the amount of money spent per capita for
Medical inspection and the number of cases of: (a) Ghicken
pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) Measles* (d) Scarlet Fever,
a b c d e
277. Clarksburg 4 8.5 13 34.5 49
278. Norfolk 13 40 25 4
279
.
West 3tovkbridge 22 .5 34 32 54 39
280. Lanesborough 6 9 18 33 12
281. V.'enham 33 14 37
282. Berkley 7 50 1 22 17.5
283. Tyngsborough 7 14 3 5.5 22
284. Rochester 16 22 13 4 25
285. Berlin 35 8 30 20 .5 35
286. Hubbardston 5.5 29.5 10.5 21.5 5
287. Hinsdale 67.5 44.5 5.5 5.5 62.5
288. Harvard 50 43 43 45 12.5
289. Boylsto£ 26 14 51 27 8
290. Zast Brookfield 12 27.5 9 8 20
291. "ill 14 25 21 35 33
292. Southampton 63 24 55 60 6
293. Royalston 0 3 4 7 37.5
294. Granby 3 25 31 7 5
295. Bolton 38 2 29 7 28
S96. Be eke
t
59 10 42 19 .5 22
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The following table shows the difference between ranks
of Towns less than 5000 and not maintaining Public High
Schools as to the amount of money apent per capita for
Medical inspection and the number of cases of: (a)
Chicken pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) l.Ieasles, (d) Scarlet
Fgver. (e) Vftioopiftf; Counh respectively.
a b c d e
29 7. infield 27 7 35 1.5 31.5
298. Leverett 60 60 46 .5 55 19
299
.
Dana 46 7 3 15 44
300 . Hampden 3 6 62 72 63
301. Richmond 54 53 7 56 58.5
303. Halifax 66 72 15 4 17
303
.
Granville 41 47 16 44 4
304. Paxuon 59 .5 19 .5 72 26 64
305. Boxford 19 67 70 24.5 9
306
. Oakham 52 67 21
i
11.5 53
307. Pelham 30 42 49 28.5 25.5
308. Plympton 57.5 76 4 12 17
309 . Carlisle 59 4 35.5 53 12
30LO. Hancock 30 36 12 37.5 34.5
311. Truto 63.5 23 .5 33.5 17 21
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of the difl
squares of the figures found j
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The following table shows the squares of the difference
between ranks of Cities as to the amount of money spent for
Mbdical inspection and the number of cases respectively of:
(a) Chickenpox, (b) diphtheria, (c) Uealsos, (d) Scarlet Fever
( q ) hooy i np; 0 ou&h
.
(a) (b) (o) (d) LsJ
1. Boston 25 1 729 156 .25 I 64
2. IVorchester pert; 64 1 225 324
3. Sprinrfield 256 576 225 169 400
A r all HI vci AP 9 r-\ Q ox
5. Cambridge IB 56.25 9 225 64
6. New Bedford 56.25 25 56.25 169 182.25
7. Lowell 729 144 144 625 841
8. Lynn 0 552.25 256 676 49
Q oyjiui v iiic *i J? reft J-
10. Lawrence 9 16 36 49 16
11. Brockton 256 4 324 361 81
12. Holyoke 64 144 441 25 25
13. Quiricy 240.25 196 4 676 25
14. Newton 676 121 324 1
15. Maiden 110.25 420.25 12.25 324 100
16. Haverhill 306.25 462.25 420.25 25 702.25
17. Medford 225 25 576 49 289
18. Chelsea 20.25 420.25 100 256 4
19. Pittsf ield .25 6.25 30 .25 90.25 132 .25
20. Fitciiburg 420 .25 81 576
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(a) (e)
21. 3alem 676 1056 225 380.25 462
Sverett 64 484 121 1 16
83. Ghicopee 324 16 441 529 19 6
24.
•
T a i in t r>n o 49 30 .25 25 196
25 . vl r) 1 \i ri PlTTl- 1 w -lxmi 169 225 o~b 0 225
26 • Revere 100 100 284 81 324
27. Northampton 72.25 30.25 64 6.25 225
28. Glouc ester 441 144 256 81 676
29 196mj W 144 9 64 3 6
vox.
-^.y 16 841 1369 20 .25 361
31. Leominister 272.25 42.25 20.25 306.25 342
32. Attleboro 121 49 25 6.25 49
33. Llelrose 121 2 5 1 625 256
34 - X. w Ok W \J vX V 16_L- 36 9 49 9
35
.
Westf ield 506 .25 992 .25 1369 606 .25 4
36. Gardner 30.25 289 49 9 16
37. "oburn 15 100 100 9 81
38. Marlborough 4 16 324 196 196
39. Newburyjort 36 1296 1444 240 .25
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The following table shows the squares of the diff ore ce between
Ranks of Twons as to the amount of money spent for Llefiical in—
spection and frequency of cases respectively of: (a) Chicken
pox, (b) Diphtheria, (c) I.Ieasles, (d) Scarlet Fever,
c d • 0
40. Brookiline 1225 0 81 16 729
41 • Water town 841 2601 110.25
42 • Arlington 702.25 1521
4.3. Framingthaii 576
44. Me thucm 2704 361 64 J_to.OO 1089
45
.
Weymouth 49
46. Winthrop 56.25 1156
47. i A O ^ i -j . to •j 240.25
Doitifchbridge 2500 676 4091 100
49. West Spring-
field 2809 23o>^ .25 441 2304 23116
• Belmont 4 100 1 81 81
51. Greedf ield 20 .25 121 576
52 ivlilf ord 676 90 .25 9 81
53
.
Clinton 4 loB.25 484 1 A A144
Norwood 784 1225 1600 1024
55. Dedham 121 100 961 144 144
56. 1089 1056.25
57. Webster 462.25 110.25 196 4356
58. Braintree 42.25 1521 400 784
59. Plymouth 1806,25 2116 2652.25 16
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a
60. Nat i ok
Gl. Milton
62. Saugus
63. Damvers
110.25
64
2704
81
64. iSasthampton 1681
65. Winchester 1521
66. Amesbury 2116
G7. Palmer 676
68. Fairhaven 1764
69. Andover 870.25
70. i\ror*hbridge 0
71. North Attle-
boro 6084
72. zxthol 992.25
73. Bridgewater 0
74. Lliddleborough
2756.25
75. Stoneham 2916
76. Welle sley 784
77. Dartmouth 81
78. Needham 361
79. Swamp sfeott 2704
80. Ludlow
81. Reading
82. ./are
225
702.25
784
676
3192.25
9 CI
2704
1
1296
210.25
961
169
576
1406.25
729
4096
3136
9
1369
305.25
256
90.25
64
2809
1936
1
1600
1681
506.25
25
1024
5776
625
«
702.25 1521
121
441
4
121
1225
81
3136
361
1024
3192.25
1980.25
1
529
81
2116
7056
420.25
529
306.25 1600
83. Karblehead 169 420.25 1151
1089
1681
3025
225
81
9
256
812.25
C70.25
49
2450 .25
16
1521
100
1089
676
16
6724
42. yr
9
5476
2704
1600 >
9
4900
36
400
676
81
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a b b 0 d
84. Hudson 56.25 SQB..J5 30.25
85. Llontague 1600 144 256 64
7. Maynard 169 676 576 36
86
.
Rockland 289 326 144 1
88. Stoughton 2025 1936 . 576
89 . Whitman 56.25 812.25 961 812.25
90
.
Lexington 552.25 2.25 119 0. 2
S
210 .25
91. Gonoord 6.25 1406.25 90.25 42.25
92 .• Franklin 289 16 121 420 .25
93. Grafton 289 4324 2116 841
94. North And-
over
121 1296 1764 1089
e
12.25
2025
625
225
25
702.25
132.25
225
756.25
25
169$
95. South liadley 324
96. Mansfield 420.25
97. Chelmsford 1024
98. Gpencer 380.25
99. Walpolo 289
100. Milbuty 625
101. Great Bar-
225
324
729
2304
2116
324
756.25 625 625
1369 1640.25 2256.25
72.25 870.25 1089
306.25 100 484
1 1849 121
25 36 1764
rington 1089 361 1764 900 961
102. Dracut 1225 342.25 49 36 900
103.' We s thorough 3481 380.25 1521 9 2909
104. Agawam 1089 121 225 3249 25
105. Winchendon 1 16 361 9 144
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a b
1$6. Uzbridge
107. Hingham
108. Ipswich.
109. Amherst
110. Canton
111. Abington
1560.25 3249
2809 1640.25
1260.25 1936
3969
112. Shrewsbury 3481
llo . Barnstable 4761
114. Randolph 5625
115. (Vareham 132,
116. Saston 2,704
117. Orange 1681
118. Lionson 3249
2401
3025
47C1
1296
7? ?'
olo6
9
3364
625
102-
1600
900
3025
1
729
;
i
784
1156
441
2916
1681
169
1681
9
1936
1849
2116
441
1122.25
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The following table shows the squares of the difference
between ranks of the Towns less than 5000 and maintaining
Public High Schools as to the amount spent per capitea for
LLedical inspection and the frequency of cases respectively
of
:
(a) Chicken pox, M D iptheria, (c) Measles, (d) 3csr-
*1
-t 4- fever, (e) Whooping Courn.
a b c
119. -fc'oxborough 400 3721 625 306.25 256
120. Hillerica 6320 .25 9702 .25 8556.25 6006.25 2450.2
121. ^omeijset 3e44 6241 2304 1225 6241
122. Blackstone 1296 4096 4-356 8556 ?5 25
±£o • Falmouth 7569 1260.25 3600 841 0
124. Templet on 1849 4624 5476
12o . We s tpor
t
Q 9409 400 2209
126. Leicester 121 841 441 1406.25 3600
127. Dalton 625 8100 ^Od D .(CO ouo • <~,o 3349
TOO128 • 324 900 9 841 2862.25
129. Oxford 289 7225 3249 841 2500
130. Williamstown 5852.25 1892.25 1640/2^ 324 7310.25
131. 7/arren 6561 3364 2601 324
132. Rockgott 6.25 4556.25 Rr\c pa
J-OO • Lledfield 625 9 196 0 3136
134. Provincetown 1722.25 1024 4356 4052.25 676
135. Westf ield 4 132.25 930.25 225 49
136. East Brid£-e-
wat er
2652.25
2652.25 240.25 361 2304 121
137. Wilmington 576 1225 1024 1600 4
138. Holden 121 3025 576 169 225
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a V.0 aC
159. Barre 2025 50.25 529 100 3249
140. Holbrook 729 484 2756.25 9 1024
141. tfrentham 225 7140.25 6084 400 1089
142. Ilopedale 841 4624 289 9 702.25
rz /?OD 71700 OR Ooua
~\ A A i/ieo.way / O'i A A 1 zon OR D /D
1 A R //SSI/ JJi XU^c
water 2601 3136 1089 144 1369
146, Sharon 1369 506.25 4 2.25 576
147. Hardv/ick 900 676 169 870.25 4
148 • North Brook-
R A Ann orOUU . Cj0 1 APIJ.OO JL 1 PAQ
149 . Ayer 256 3721 49 2809 225
150. Bourne 225 16 3481 2209 4032.25
151. Deergield 702.25 100 2 • 3 0 72.25 81
152. Cohassett 3139 1936 5329 9025 6646 25
i r ^ we s bun on or on or an or np'zp pec
154. Belcher town 1521 64 100 1089 3192.25
155. Lenox 49 ' 756.25 1 961 724
156. Hadley 841 256 484 9 529
157
.
Ilolliston 20.25 225 552.25 .25 841
i rpIOC • 1 GpptJX CXI D O ^ (2.OOOD ft OR j.y 0 /} onn
159. Norton 2809 841 3136 2209 3481
160. Hanover 121 156.25 240.25 256 1296
161. Scituate 36 225 240.25 1521 441
162. Hatfield 625 7396 8464 4032.25 4096
163. Lancaster 1089 1225 1225 2.25
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a b 0 d e
164 . 3969 4489 550^-1 6642 .25 44G9
1 65X.VJ «-* • n cr q "hn
n
2 704 511S.25 4356 2916 3969
166. Ashland 3600 2401 1600 3969 6.25
167. Manchester 10000 32 IS 16 1681 196
168. Groveland 576 81 196 361 2209
16Q - Oto ton 10000 2970 .25 184-9X. v_y X %/ 552 .25 10404
1 70 \ <* "fcon 90 .25 3080 4.25 6400 144X. X M
171. Douglas 3721 272.25 8281 3249 10000
172. Avon
,
1482.25 2116
5
,4900 3192.25 4489
173. Merriraac 1 256 4624 3969 81
"1 74 fib pt! ton 650 25 400*xw w 182 25X.t_>fj » t~j*~J 110 .25 306 .25
1 75 ^favl nn rl ?550 25 ^04- 2756 25 2652 .25 182 .25
176. Rutland 3139 729 2450.25 756.25 841
177. Sutton 36 7225 .25 100 16
178. Earisrioh 1936 1521 256 1849 529
179 Sonthh oT'on ch 1 69 256 961C VJ x. 25 2809
180 . Ilamilton 3025 1 32 25X.O |WV 4970 .25 4160.25 441
181. Williamsbury 2025 210 .25 132.25 72.25 1056.2!
182. Upton 1260.25 36 3025 2262.25 380.25
183. Northborough 4900 169 4900 4489 7569
184 - 1 6Q PASO PS 121 676
1 85X.wO » T1o vjtti <^ n PS6 i pro ps 1296 4225
186. Westminister 1849 159 1980.25 196 49
187. Lununburg 81 2025 1089 5184 64
188. Stookbr idge 9 361 576 400 529
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J c a e
leg
.
Northfield 100 36 64 1369 784
190. 400 81 132.25 4256 2352.25
191. Marshf ield 1369 2256.25 7656.25 3306 .25 529
192. Dennis 6 724 506.25 4 1681 1369
ion?19 o • L>na unam Tin ok y CA(! ORDUD .do 0 oc;
194. Duxbury 784 9025 16 7569 5929
195. Sheffield 3564 1681 0 36 324 210.25
196. Huntington 484 1 100 90.25 361
197. 3helburne 100£0.25 196 6241 7396 625
TOP iarniouT.n TX ins±y d rzo A A T R T AJ.O
199
.
Sterling 64 3192.25 1 4761 400
200 . Chester 110.35 100 36 4225 4225
201. Plainville 484 529 2500 1056.25 39 36
202. Pembroke 9 930.25 1225 1225 676
oanuv; ion n r\ 0 r Ron ftOD
204. Noirwell 6400 7140 .25 484 6889 7221
205 . Tisbury 1806.25 756.25 1089 784 552.25
206
.
Littleton 5041 4 3721 506.25 5112.25
207. ^ssex 9801 1190.25 676 1681 5776
rsrOOKI ie±Q O /O .CO 1 O Of\ O R1980 .cO R ryeO/O r?l fi D OROl9 <S.oO Tin ORJL±0 . ~0
ouci oury n 0 0 ^ 0184
j<esx n sw-
bury 5476 110.25 1444 3136 4830 .25
211. Oak Bluffs 2116 5184 36 7396 441
212. Edgartown 784 121 8100 2550.25 2116
213. Stow 441 2116 3844 361 256
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a b Q d
- _ . • une ciiibs ODUU QQP OR
215. Dover 5041 A 7A 121 1332 .25 10201
9 1 A Llendon 1482.25 870.25 1369
217. I^ew Liarl-
borough
10 900
218. Gonway 625 100 900 2401
pin OilCX IJ<^± lie /ion ?r 9PQ ^91 pi 1 Q A
9 roo
<i tj u u 9070 9R PI
221. Topsfield 1089 6241 42. \ 1225 1892.25
222. 600.25 25 4225 1369 5041
225
.
Bernardst.n 420.25 36 3844 529
9 CM Br infield 16 l api 1 /LA 9 9^
O 9 s Charlemont 11000.25 1 090T 1 A/LO PR 9Q I70 PR A Q 7 9 PR
226
.
Wellfltet 1681 144 7569 10000 625
227. Brewster 81 10GC9 2116 3249 2500
228. Princeton 7396 196 7396 121
229 . Petersham 12.2C 3540.25 5402.25 5625 IS
2^0
.
New Salem 12432.25 1 156.25 841 8930.25
231. 3ommi.ii^ton 12432.25 1 lo 6 . L5 841 8930.25
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.
The following table shows the squares of the difference
between ranks of Towns less than 5000 in populati n and not
maintaining Public High Schools as to the amount od money
spent per capita for Medical inspection and frequency of
cases respectively of: (a) Chickenpox, (b) diphtheria,
(j) Llcaslos, (d) Soar let ?e,TTer, (c) ffhooping Ooir;h.
232.. Twwksbury 812 .25 1600 1 A 1 2o04 756.25
Auburn TOOK 625 961 256 1681
E34. Dudley 1369 36 2R4. OCT961
235 • Seekcbnk 930.25 30.25 420.25 132.25 1521
236. Acushnet 380.25 9 1 9
2o7. Longmeadow 676 625 49 256 9Q0
238. Sv/ensea 361 1296 529 49 ,121
239. Dighton 100 2.25
-L
_L 5o2 ,2o
240. East Long-
meadow OOP*225 1089 576 110.25 12.25
Bellingham 1089 169 1024 2401 306.25
242. Wilbraham 1225 576 2704 3721 2116
243. Hull 16 16 2500 5041 9
244. Shirley 25 132.25 81 9 81
245. Milville 676 16 784 4 4
246
. Rehoboth 5041 1521 3e44 400 6084
247. Hanson 576 1936 400 625 289
248. .ushburnham 3025 9 841 64 36
249 . Rayhain 4225 900 1089 4225 4624
250 . Georgetown 289 1 529 1156 2401
251. Sturbridge 100 289 1156 729 169
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a c a
2 5 2 . 61 e shire 1521 3249 3249 156.25 289
253. Salisbury 12 .25 121 144 1600 552.25
254. 7/estwood 2352.25 90.25 210.25 182.25 272.25
255. North Read-
ing 64 1260 .25 100 1681 16
256.- Middleton 196 169 1764 64 1156
257. Freetown 144 1296 121 225 961
258. Nahant 169 25 2025 256 576
259
.
Co It*;7, in 1681 1024 - 625 1600 3969
2G0. Matt apoi sett 2164.25 420.25 420.25 4692.25 1560.25
261. Buckland 361 576 3782.25 • 3441. . : 484
262. Bedford 576 4 484 16 625
263. Lakeville 2116 1892.25 3844 961 2704
264 - Newburv 576 380.25 1 681JL. ww _L_ 25 1722-25
265. Burlington 961 1681 576 64 49
266. Rowley 2550.25 2550.25 2304 2601 1560.25
267. Russell 132 .25 3249 324 2704 2601
268. Brving 289 289 2401 64 380.25
269. Lynnfield 289 42.25 42.25 49 100
270. West Brook-
field 256 2809 64 284 156.25
271. Carver 100 576 2025 0 100
272. .Lincoln 9 1640.25 121 225 400
273. Sunderland 342.25 210.25 1296 1444 64 •
274 . Marion 1560.25 3540.25 756.25 462.25 72.25
275. Southwick 3249 3249 196 9 16
276. thatlly 1681 506.25 49 871.25 900
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a ID c u e
277. Clarksburg 16 72.25 169 1190.25 2401
o rt ri278. Norfolk 169 1600 tl O C625 1600 JLo
2 79 • West otook-
bridge
506
.
25 1156 1024 29±6
280. Lane sborough 36 81 324 1089 144
281 • '•Yenham 1089 196 1^>o9 4U0 oy
282. Berkley 49 2500 1 484 306.25
Tyngsborough 49 196 9 30.25 484
284. Rochester 256 484 169 16 625
Berlin 1225 64 900 420.25 1225
o o r*286 • Hubbardston oO • o err25 870 .25 i i a o n—110 .20 46ti .2Q
287. Hinsdale 4556. 25 1980.25 12.25 30.25 3906.25
288. Harvard 2500 1849 1849 2025 156 .25
289
.
Boyls ton 576 196 2601 729 64
290. East Brook-
field 144 756.25 81 64 400
291 • -rill 196 625 A A 1441 TOOK XUoy
292. Southampton 3969 576 3025 3600 36
293. Rayalston 0 9 16 49 1406.25
294. Granby 9 625 961 49 25
295. Boston 1444 4 841 49 784
o t\ n296 , Becket 3881 100 1764 /TOO O rr482 .25 484
297. Enfield 729 49 1225 2.25 992.25
298. Leverett 3600 3600 2162.25 625 361
299. Dana 2116 49 1936
300. Hampton 9 36 3844
'
3969
201. Richmond 2916 2809 49 3036 3422.25
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a b g & q
302. Halifax 4356 5184 225 16 289
303. Granville 1681 2209 256 1936 16
304. Paxton 3540,25 "380.25 5184 576 4096
305. Boxford 361 4489 4900 000.25 81
306. Oakham 2704 4489 441 132.25 2809
307. Pelham 900 1764 2401 812.25 650.25
308. Plympton 3306.25 5776 16 144 289
309. Carlisle 3481 16 1260.25 2804 144
310. Hancock 900 1296 144 140G.25 1190.25
311. Truiro 4032,25 552.25 1122.25 289 441
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coaFFiciSNT cif cuiuiSLATiu : its mj^.m.g
"The statistical device whereby relationship is
expressed on a quantative scale is called the "coef-
ficient of correlation", and is designated by the
letter T r T " .*
Coefficients of correlation, ( or correlation
ratios) as they are sometimes called, extends from
- 1 through 0 tot / It I coefficient of correlation
of / 1 indicates that there is a positive correspon-
dence between the measures in question. Should we
obtain a correlation of / 1 in this study it would
mean that the cities and towns that spend the most
money for Medical Inspection have the fewest number
of cases of the so-called children's diseases discus-
sed. A coefficient of correlation of -1 indicates that
there is an inverse relation between the measures in
question. Should we obtain a correlation of - 1 in this
study, it would mean that the cities and towns of Mass-
achusetts that spend the most money for Medical Insocc-
tion have the greatest frequency of the communicable
diseases studied in this thesis f A correlation coeffi-
cient of 0 means that there is no relation at all be-
tween the measuressin question. In practically all cases
calculated coefficient of correlation will be found
at intermediate points between / 1 end 0 and 0 and - 1....,
*3tatistics in Psychology and Education . .by H.E.Garrett, p 149.
( ) Called coefficient ratio when the relationship isnot
linear.

i.e. at
.7, ,45, -o , etc.
From a study of various texts on Statistical
Methods, 3ducationai3i Statistics, etfi., I am inclin-
ed to conclude that whether a coefficient of correlation
is to be considered high or low, depends largely upon
the personal experience of the person interpreting the
coefficient. H.O.Rugg, in his book onnStatistical Meth-
ods Applied to Education" states that it has been a
common thing for many educational investigators to
consider a coefficient of .25 as high and coefficient
of .40 as very high. Others would arbitrarily inter-
pret a coefficient of .25 as very low and one of .5
as average. Rugg further states that in examining
many correlation tables he has been led to regard cor-
relations as negligible or indifferent when r is less
than ,15; as being present but low when r ranges from
.15 or .20 to .35 or .40; as being Markedly* present
when r ranges from .40 to. 50 or .60 and as being high
when above .60 or .70.
There are several methods by which the correlation
coefficients can be calculated
. The method used in
this study is known as the Rank Difference Method; a
method that takes into consideration only the position
of the various measures in the series, rather than the
correlation between the absolute values of the various
measures. This method was worked out emperically by
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Prof C Spearman and is base$ on the assumption that
t e distribution of the measures is rectangular in shap
This means that the unit of rank is the same throughout
the scale. In our case it would mean that each measure
is separated from eachother by the sam4 increment.
This is ot so in our case.
The correlations that we expect to get in this
study will at best, we realize, only indicate the present
of relation, if there is any and not the closeness of
relationship
.
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TABLE VII
TABLE gHQWISKj THE SUM 0? THE "B squar -s".
Index Uo
of Cities
and Towns.
1 40 119 232
"
to to to to
40 119 232 314
Chicken
Pox 6,262.25 95,144.50 264,820.00 100850.00
Diphtheria 10,137.25 86, 304. CO 272,758.00 88,466.00
V. *z B S
1
Q 3 10,220.50 74,482.00 248,690.75 86,848.75
Scarlet
F : ' V ; r 9,306.75 631159.25 235,689.75 77,242.50
hooping
f! ouff"h 7,736.25 80,502.25 259.235.00 78,828.00
TABLE VIII
TABLE S 10 . ING THE CONSTANTS UoiD IN CALCULATING
COEFFICIENTS
N IT N(N S 1)
39 1521 59,280
79 6241 492,960
113 12769 1,442,784
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Table ZL
A Table to Infer The Value of r From ijiy Given
Value of p.
p r
.01 .0105
.02 .0209
.03 .0314
.04 .0419
.05 .0524
.06 .0628
.07 .0733
.08 .0838
.09
.10 .1047
.11 .1151
.12 .1256
.13 .1360
.14 .1465
.15 .1569
.16 .1674
.17 .1778
.18 .1882
.19 .1986
.20 .2091
.21 ,2195
» .2299
.23 .2403
.24 .2507
.2611
.26 .271',
.27 .2818
•
.2922
.29 .3025
.30 .3129
.31 .3232
.52 .3335
.33 .3439
P r
r? A
.34
. C 54tO
.37 o »oooU
• , .o935
.39 .4006
. to .4158
.41 .4261
»42 •4o63
.43 .4465
.44 .4567
.45 .4669
.46 .4771
.47 .4872
. 48 .4973
• 19 .5075
. o0 .3176
.51 .5277
. <j ^ .5378
.53 .5479
.54 .5580
.55 .5680
.56 .5781
.57 .5881
.58 .5981
.59 .6081
.60 .6180
.61 .6280
.62 .6379
.63 .6478
.64 .6577
• 5 .6676
• . .6775
P X
A O
• . OC f o
• Oo AO 9 1
. u
n?n aq
• /u
• J-
17 c;
n o
. / *>0
.
<
n a Aft
• /4 . / Oo /
• /o . /o04t
• 76 . / /<->U
.77 • 7847
.78 • 794o
• 79 • o0o9
.80 • 81o5
.£1 **) ^ r\
• c »83<cJo
.83 .84<il
.84 .8516
.8610
.86 •87C5
.87 .8799
.88 .8893
.89 .8986
.90 .9080
.91 .9173
.92 .9269
.93 .9359
.94 .9450
.95 .9543
• 96 .9655
•97 .9727
.98 .9818
.99 .9909
1.00 1.0000
This table was copied from "Statistics in
Psychology and B&ueation" by H.2. Garrett,
page 192.
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CORR^ATIQ^S GALLiU-ATIfl) .
On the following pages are the correlations be-
tween the average amount of money spent for Medical
Inspection and the average frequency of the follow-
ing so-called children's diseases, chicken pox, diph-
theria, measles, scarlet fever and whooping cough, as
determined by Prof Spearmans "Rank Difference Method"
.
The steps involved in computing the correlation
between measures via the "Rank Difference Method" are:
1. Rank the measures in order of size, beginning
with the largest or smallest.
2. Stbtract each measure in the first series from
its corresponding rank in the second. This night
be called D
.
3. Square this difference. Thid might be called D «
4. Find the sum of the differences squared. This is
called ED 2 .
5. Multiply the sum of differences squared by 6.
6i Divide this result by the number of measures
times the number of measures squared - 1.
7. Subtract this quotient from 1. This gives p.
8. Transmute p into r via a table.
To find the correlation we use the following formula
P^N(N
-1) +1
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Using the formula found on the preceding page and
the data in Tables I through VI we obtain the p 1 s
on the following pages and transmute them into r'
s
via table XX, page 192.*-
Correlation between the amount of Money spent for
Medical Inspection and the frequency of Chicken Pox
in the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts.
IN THE CITIES
N - 39
ED - 6,262.25
Therefore p - 1 - ^°f6gj
2b
= -366
From table r - .3309
IN TOWNS OVER 5000 POPULATION
I - 79
ED - 95,141.50
Therefore p f X - ^?Jj5,l4l.50 = -.16(492,960)
From table r = -.1674
IS TOWNS UNDER 5000 AND MAINTAINING P'JBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
N - 113
ED - 264,320.00
Th .rjfor. - .1
From table r - -.1047
IN 10,7 [§ PBDBR 5000 and NOT ./.AINTAIolING PUJLIC H . S.
N = 80
ED - 100,350.00
Th.r.for. p = 1- fafogySO = -.175
From table r = -.1331
Statistics in Psychology and Education., by H.S.Garrett.
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Corrtlation between zhe amount of Moner spent for
Medical Inspection and the frequency of Diphtheria
in the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts.
* •»? •)?-
IN THE CITIES
N = 39
ED - 10,137.25
Therefore p - 1- ~ - -.02
From table r =» -.02
IN gOWNS OYS.K 5000 POPULATION
8 - 79
ED - 86, 304.00
Th.r.for. P-l- 6 ^Ig4 -°° =-05
From table r = -.0524
IN TOWNS UNDER 5000 AND MAINTAINING PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
N = 113
SD - 272,758.00
Therefore p = 1- 6 x 2T?A7 ^8;— - -*131,442,895
From table r=* -.136
ill T0..N3 UNDER 5000 AND NOT MAINTAINING PUBLIC H. 5.
66
N - 30
ED =»» Bl , 4<
Therefore p = 1 - 6 * 8^66 - -.038511, 920
From table r - -.0398
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Correlations between the amount of money spent for
Medical Inspection and the frequency of lleasles in
the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts'.
# • * -i'r ft ft a- ft -St ft
IN ITdZ CITIES
N - 39
2D = 10,220.50
Therefore p - 1 - 6 f^g20 ' 50 - -.03
From table p = -.0314
IN iO.VNS OVSK 5000 POPULATION
N - 79
ED = 74, 482
Therefore p - 1 - 6&2
7*$ 2 - * -092
From table r = .0963
IN TOWN S UNDER 5000 AND MAINTAINING PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
N = 113
ED - 248,690.75
T ..ersfore p-l-^^ .-.OSS
From table r = -.0367
IN TOWNS LESS THAN 5000 AND NOT MAINTAINING PU3LIC H.S.
N - 80
ED - 86,848.75
Th.r.for. p = 1 - 6 l^it6 ' 75 ' -019
From table r = -.02
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Correlations between the amount of Money spent for
Medical Inspection and frequency of Scarlet Fever
in the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts.
$ •* * # * » # 4S- •
IN THE CITIES
N - 39
ED - 9,306.75
Therefore p = 1 - 6 x 9>^6,75 - .056
From table r = .0586
I_l OVER 500C POPULATION
N = 79
ED - 63,159.25
Therefore p = 1 - 6 j^p^ggaSS - .23
From table r ** .2403
U £Q LESS THAT 5000 POPULATION A_ j ..MNTAIMING P.H.S ,
N = 113
ED - 235,6°9.75
Therefore p - 1 - 6 f-f|f*fgf*Zi = .02
From table r = .0209
IN TOWNS LESS THAN 5000 AM D NOT MAINTAINING P.H.
3
.
N - 80
ED = 77,242.50
Therefore p - 1 - 6 * 7l^2 ' bJ - .094
^ 511,920
From table r = .0984
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Correlations betws. n the amount, of Money spent for
Medical Inspection and the frequency of 'tfhoopinfe
Cough in the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts.
-tt -:< * # -)« * 41 # *
IN THE CITIES
N - 39
ED ~ 7,736.25
Therefore p - 1 - 6 * 7 ?J36.25 = .216
From table r = .2257
IN TQ.VN3 OVER gOOO Po pulation
N - 79
ED - 80, 502.25
Therefore p = 1 - 6 ^^fg2 ' 25 = -°1S
From table r = .0189
IN EOWNS LJEgS THAN 5000 AMD MAINTAINING PUBLIC HIGH 3CH ' 5 .
N - 113
ED - 259,235
Therefore p m 1
From table r =
IN TO'ffNS UNDER 5000 AND NOT MAINTAINING PUBLIC HIGH SCH '
S
.
N - 80
ED = 73,828
Therefore p
From table r
6 x 259,235
1,442,784
.0739
- .075
- i 6 x 73,828 _ mL1
" 511,920 ,Uf4
- .0755
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TiwL.ii] siio <!i,:; rgB jour: -riois coai^iciasTs c^lou
I,'. j.'.-_I>J T.l.U1ioX3 I
The coefficients indicate the relation between the
amount of money spent for Medical Inspection end the
frequency of chicken pox, diphtheria, measles, scarlet
fever and whooping cough respectively, in the cities
and towns of Massachusetts.
? v 3^ jjc sic jjc s|C 3(C j|% 3^ 3^C jjc 3fC
Groups Chicken
Pox
Diphtheria Measles Scarlet
Fever
Jhooping
Cou:h
Cities + .3809 -.02 -.0314 /.0586 /.2257
Towns over
5000 -.1674 -.0524 /.0963 /.2403 /.0189
Towns less
than 5000
having F .11.3
.
-.1047
-.1360 -.0367 /.0209 /.0787
Towns less
than 5000 not
having P.II.S.
-.1931 -.0398 -.0200 /.0984 /.0755
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INTERPRETATION OF COEFFICIENTS.
The correlation, coefficients listed in the
ixsr
table on page 128 might be interpreted as indicating
that no relation exists between the amount of money
spent for Lledical Inspection in the public Schools
and the frequency of the five so-called Children's
diseases studied in this thesis. Except for three
instances all of the coefficients range between
-.1837 and /.1674. In the case of the correlation
between the frequency of Chicken Pox and the amount
of money spent for Medical Inspection, one might
conclude that a low positive relation exists; but
in all other instances the coefficients are so close
to "0" that one would be safe in asserting $hat
there is no relationship at all.
I am not disappointed or surprised at my findings
for these were anticipated when the study was begun.
there are -sonmany factors entering into the study
of Children's diseases (or any communicable disease
and its treatment) that were not considered in this
thesis; nor was it my intention to consider them.
I
no relationship existing between the variables in
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question to the following factors:
I From various sources I have sufficient evi-
unreliable as riven in the reports of the ->tate
Department of Health. In practically all of 3bhe
reports it is conceded that any number of cases
of various diseases are never heard of by the
Health Department because they are not reported.
II.-- In this study all reported cases of five dis-
eases considered were xaxen m^o consiciera uion
,
Jhose of school age, those of pre-school age
and those of post-school age as v/ell as adults,
!No discrimination was made in tnes measure ».it
all. Both people in school and out were consid-
ered. Yet only the money spent for Medical in-
spection, as found in the school-budgets of the
several Cities and Jowns of Massachusetts was
considered.
III. msetts has passed several Laws per-
taining to the Liadical inspection of school
children. The most essential of these laws are
found on pages • An attempt to full—
fil and carry out the above mentioned laws is
no doubt, honestly madej but from the Eesults
obtained one is lead to believe that they are
not adhered to as rigidly as they might be if
the best results are to be obtained.
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IV. Parents do not take the necessary precau-
tions to prevent the diseases studied. They do
not co-operate with the school physician and
school nurse to the extent that they should if
the best results are to be obtained, While this
lack of co-operation is not malicious this fact
is undisputably true.
The writer firmly believes that proper
Medical inspection of the type suggested on
T)3:G,'ss lLOj.— 1u4Cj axong with the treatment suggested
on pages 166 through 179 would aid materially
in showing a decided positive relationship be-
tween the amount of money spent for Medical in-
spection and frequency <bf the so-oalled"Children T s
Diseases".
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*Laws Of Massachusetts Pertaining to The Medical
Inspection of School Children.
Section 53, (As amended, 1921, 357, & 1) School Physi-
cians and Nurses,
The school committee shall appoint one or more
school physicians and nurses, shall assign them to the
public schools within its jurisdiction, shall provide
them with all proper facilities for the performance of
their duties and shall assign one or more physicians
to the examination of children who apply for health
certificates required by section eighty-seven of chap-
ter one hundred and forty-nine, but in cities where the
medical inspection hereafter prescribed is substantially
provided by the board of health, said board shall appoint
and assi_;n the school physicians and nurses. The depart-
ment may exempt towns having a valuation of less than one
million dollars from so much of this section as relates to
school nurses.
Section 53A. (Enacted, 1921, 357 & 1). School Physicians
and Nurses in Superintendenc;/- Unionsoor Districts.
A superintendency district formed and conducted
under the provisions of section sixty, or a superintendency
union formed and conducted under the c revisions of sections
sixty-one to sixty-four, inclusive, may employ one or more
school nurses; determine the relative amount of service to
be rendered by each town; fix the compensation of each per-
* General Laws Relating to Education... Bulletin of the
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son so employed; apportion the payment thereof among
the several towns; and certify the respective shares
to the several town; treasurers, A school physician or
nurse so employed may be removed by a two-thirds vote
of the full membership of the joint committee.
Section 53B. Unacted 1921, 357, 2). Towns Exempted
From Appointment of School Physicians and Curses.
The towns comprised in a superintendency dis-
trict or union employing, to the satisfaction of the
deparifcment
,
one or more school physicians and nurses
in accordance with the provisions of section fifty-
three A shall be exempted from the provisions of
section fifty-three requiring the appointment of such
persons
•
Section 54, Physician 2xaminati n of Pupils, Teachers
and. Janitors,
2very school physician shall make a prompt ex-
examination and diagnosis of all children referred to him
as hereafter provided, and such further examination of
teachers, janitors and school buildings as in his Opinion
the protection of the health of the pupils may require.
m&rf such physicisfl who' is assigned to perform the duty
of examining children who apply for health certificates
shall make a prompt examination of every child who wishes
to obtain.an employment certificate, as provided in sectioi
eighty-seven of chapter one hundred and forty-nine, and
Department of Sducation. .1927 , No. 4. Pages 23-24.
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who presents to said physician the pledge or promise
of the employer, as provided in said section; and the
physician shall certify in writing whether or not in
his opinion such child is in sufficiently sound health
and physically able to perform the work described in
said pledge or promise.
Section 55. (as amended, 1922, 120). Examination of
Certain Pupils.
The school committee shall cause to be referred
to a school physician for examination and diagnosis
every child returning to school without a certificate
from the hoard of health after absence on account of
illness from infectious or contagious disease, livery
child attending school who shows signs of ill health or
of suffering form contagious or infectious disease
shall be referred to a school physician, unless at once
excluded from the school by the teacher. But in the
case of schools remotely situated, the committee may
make such other arrangements as may best accomplish
the purposes of this section.
Section 56. Parent or Guardian to Be notified of Dis-
ease, etc.
The committee shall cause the parent or
guardian to be notified of any disease or defcet or fi
disability requiring treatment from which any child is
found to be suffering, ascertained under the following
section. A child showing symptoms of smallpox, Measles,
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Scarlet-fever, Chicken-pox, tuberculosis, diphtheria
or influenza, tonsilitis, whooping cough, mumps, scabies
or trachoma, shall be sent home immediately or as soon as
safe and proper conveyance can be found; and the board
of health shall at once be notified.
Section 57, Testing as to Defective Sight, etc.
The committee shall cause every Tjhild in the Pub-
lic schools to be separately and carefully tested and
examined at least onee in every school year to ascertain
defects in filgitt or hearing, and other physicial defects
tending to prevent his receiving the full benefit of his
school work, or requiring a modification of the same in
order to prevent injury to the child or to secure the
best educational results, and shall form as the depart-
ment may prescribe '9 The tests of sight and hearing shall
be made by the teachers, direetions for which shall be
prescribed by the department of public health.
Section 58. Department to burnish Test Cards, Blanks, etc.
The department, after consultation with the depart-
ment of public health, shall prescribe and furnish to
school committees suitable rules of instruction, test
cards, blanks, record books, and other useful appliances
for accomplishing the purposes of the five preceding
sections and may annually expend therefore a sum not ex-
ceeding eight hundred dollars, and shall provide for pupils
in the normal schools instruction and practice in the beat
methods of testing the sight and hearing of children.
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GRAPrTT? RELATIVE IQ THE FRBStrBNC
AND CASS RATE OF THE DISEASES
STUDIED IN THIS
THESIS

EXPLANATION 0? GRAPH NO. I.
Graph
The/showing the average frequency of Chicken Fox
in the Cities and Towns of Llassachusetts for the vari-
ous months of the year during the period 1915-1929,
shows that the greatest number of cases of Chicken Pox
occurs in January. The average "begins to fall off
rather regularly until August; then the average number
of cases begins rising with a fair degree of regularity
from September until December.
It is interesting to note that the highest average
frequency for these diseases occurs in the middle of
the school year and the lowest number of cases occurs
in the summer when school is not in session.
This revelation is quite significant for Chicken
Pox is a disease thatis not very closely related to the
Common Cold. Being so isolated from the common cold,
o#e is not prone to say that it might be classes s a
"winter disease", and one should expect the largest num-
ber of cases to occur in the winter months while colds
are so prevalent.
-
-tr->.a«.. ~
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GRAPH FUMBER I
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Graph showing the average frequency of
Chicken Pox in Massachusetts for the
various months during the
period 1915 - 1929.
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EXPLANATION OF ' GRAPH NO. IX.
From the graph showing the average frequency of
Diphtheria in the .Cities and Towns of Massachusetts
for the various month during the period 1915-1929,
we find that during the sunnier months we have fewer
cases of Diphtheria than in the winter. The curve shows
that the largest number of cases of this particular
disease occurs during the middle of the winter. This
is more or less to 1->e expected in view of the fact that
Diphtheria mi ht begin with a cold, see page 168, In
January the average frequency of Diphtheria for the
period mentioned above is the highest. The average falls
off considerably for the month of February. For Llarch
the average is still lower.... it continues to fall for
the months of April, May and Jjine . The curve takes a
rather large "slump" for July and August. In September
September we have the largest rise in the curve . It
continues to rise rather fast between October and Novem-
ber. It terminates with a slightly higher rise for
This graph too reveals the fact that_ this so-
called child T s aisc se has the greatest frequency
whilw school is in session.
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GRAPE NUMBER II
Jan.Feb .1'ar .Apr .May. Ju. Jul .Aug, Sep .Oct .ITov.-Dec
.
----MONTHS
Graph showing the average frequency of
Diphtheria in Massachusetts for the
various months during the
period 1915 - 1929.
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPH NO. Ill
The graph showing the; average frequency of
Measles in the Cities and Towns of Massachusetts
for the various months of the year during the per-
iod 1915-1929, shov:s that the greatest frequency of
this disease occurs in May; s' oztly before school
closes; and we have the fewest cases in September
just when scho 1 is about to open. The curve has a
regular ascent from September to May save for a pla-
teau during January and February, and a regular drop> f
from May to August.
This curve seems to show that as the school year
goes on Measles the frequency of measles increases.
From the explanation of the Symptoms given on page
one msght be proned to believe that the largest number
of cases should occur in the winter since the method
that of
of infection is so much similar to/the common cold.
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GRAPH HTJMBER III
Jan.Pe"b .Mar .Apr .May
.
Ju. Jul .Aug . Sep . Oct .Nov.De c
.
- - - - MONTHS -
Graph showing the average frequency of
Measles in Massachusetts for the
various months during the
period. 1915 - 1929.
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPH NO. IV
The graph showing the overage frequency of
Scarlet Fever in the Cities and Towns of Massachu-
setts for the various months of the year during the
period 1915-1029 has the same general shape as the
curves for Measles, Diphtheria and Chicken Pox ....
i.e. the greatest number of cases occuring during
the months school is in session and the fewer number
ofi cases occuring when school is out of session.
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Graph showing the average number of cases
of Scarlet Fever in Massachusetts for
the various months during the
period 1915 - 1929.
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPH NO. V.
The graph showing the average frequency of
Whooping Cough in the Cities and Towns of I.Iassaohu-*
setts for the various months of the year is rather
irregular. This irregularity occurs between January
and May. The curve has a regular drop from May to
October and a regular ascent from October to January;
then it goes flown, for February, up for Liarch, down for
April, and up again for Ivlay. Except for the period of
irregularity the curve indicating the average frequency
of WhoOping Cough for the various months of the year
during the period 1915-1929, has the same general
shape as the other curves and tends to show to a
large extent the same tiling viz, that the largest
number of cases of these so-called Children* s Diseases
occur when school is in session.
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Graph showing the average frequency of
Whooping Cough in Massachusetts for the
various months during the
period. 1915 - 1929.
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPH NO.VI.
The graph showing the case rate per 100,000
population of Chicken Pox in Massachusetts annual-
ly from 1916 to 1925 is too irregular to draw any sound
conclusions from, as to the general trend of this dis-
ease from year to year. Yet the general trend of the
disease seems to b4 upward. There does seem to bo
some regularity as to the number of cases during the
odd years and the number of oases during the ever years.
The years 1916-18-20-22 and 24 show a fewer number of
C3ses than 1917-1.9-21-23 and 25 respectively . It seems
that we are to expect a large number of cases of Chick-
en Pox every two years.
Ordinarily but little attention is paid to this
disease. Often no doctor is "called in"; hence the
case isn f t reported. In general one can safely say
that Chicken Pox is of little importance, but the dan-
ger of this disease being confused with mild cases
of Small-Pox must be borne in mind, "Public Health
interest in chicken pox lies in the fact that every
now and again smallpox shoeing an atypical course
and form of eruption closely simulates chicken pox,
there is grave danger of confusing the two diseases"*
* Fourth Annual Report of the State Department of
Health of Massachusetts. .« page 195.. 1916.
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GRAPH NUMBER VI
Graph showing the ease-rate per 100,000
of Chicken Pox in Massachusetts during
the perion 1916 -1929 inclusive.
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPH NO. VII
Despite the fact that Vie graph showing the
case rate per 100,000 population of Diphtheria is
irregular for the years of the period from 1916-29,
the general trend of the graph is downward. This
jbends to show that this particular disease is not
altogether inevitable as it is generally conceded about
most children^ diseases. Since 1917, except for the
years of 1921, 1922 and 1923 the c^se rate yearly
has decreased.
From the trend of the reports studied the diph-
theria situation is most promising. The method of
discovery and treatment of this disease in part ac-
counts for the manifestation of controllability shown
by the decrease on the graph, (fhiie this disease is
still quite prevalent, the earlier recognition of
the condition, the more complete and adequate treat-
ment of the case, the immunization contacts, along
with the protective work of the Schick test and
toxin-antitoxin program, have saved many from develop-
ing complications in this disease.
From year to year the health department reports
show that the Schick test and the toxin-antitoxin
program is being received with increasing interest.
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What is said chf Boston might well be itterated for
the State at large "The character of this pro-
cess is indicated by the extent to which the Schick
Test has shown the Children of Boston to have estab
lished a natural immunity to diphtheria, and the re-
markable variation in the proportion of immune s of
the same age in the different .parts of the city,
and in different racial elements of the population.
Fifty-eighth annual Report of the City of Boston
for the yeaa of 1929 page 14.
\
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Graph showing the case-rate per 100,000
of Diphtheria in Massachusetts dur-
ing period 1916 - 1929 inclusive.
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EXPLANATION OF GRAPH NO. VIII.
Of all of the. so-called Children's Diseases
Measles has been considered one of the most inevi-
table
.
Cne is inclined to believe that a person,
sometimes dturxns this tr^n^itoTv l ifp miQt- hmrr*
the Measles. The graph showing the case rate per
100,000 of this disese for the period 1916-1929 in
no way suggests the possibility of predicting the
case rate from one year to another. For the above
mentioned period the ye: r of 1919 had the lowest had
one lo.vesi Case raoe ana the year of 1928 had tne
highest. The other part of the curve goes up or down,
seemingly, at will.
-
control. First, because of its extreme degree of infect'
lousness as is described on pa~:e 17X» second because of
the idea prevali >g among the laity that it is not seri-
lessly. When parents are educated to the real dangers
Lied Children's Di
,
they along with measles might be n&re satisfactorily
controlled
.
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GRAPH NUMBER VIII
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The graph, showing "the ca.se rate per 100,000
Scarlet Fever for the period 1916-1929 is increasing,
for the general trend, of the curve seems upward.
The general comments made in the various reports
of the Health Department are typical of the following
excerpts " In nearly all instances v/hene a community
has shown undue prevalence (of Scarle Fever) it has
been foung upon investigation to be due to the missed
cases in school and has been of a mild character.
Systematic school inspection through teachers and
school nurses under the supervision of the school
physician will lessen the opportunity for exposure
to this infectionfrom this source".*
Y7hat is true of Boston might be c nsidered
typical of the State at large, "From disclosures
constantl:
:
being brought out in the routine work of
,the Health Department it is evident that owing to
the prevailing mild type of Scarlet Fever, many cases
are not recognized by parents nor even seen by doctors.
There are other cases recognized by parents, at least
as a presumably contagious disease, but never cone to
Annual Report of the Department of Public Health Llass.
for the year 1921... ;age 202.
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the light of the departmentbecause they are never seen
by a physician it is evident that the tendency
has been for officially recorded cases of Scarlet
Fever to increase. Experience indicated that cases that
apparently have recovered but who are still throwing
off infective secretions are chief factors in spreadind the
disease" .**
Fifty-eighth Annual Report . . . Health Department . .
.
City of Boston... 1929 ... Page 15
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GRAPH NUMBER IX
Period 1916 - 1929 inclusive
Graph showing the case -rate per 100,000
of Scarlet Fever in Massachusetts dur-
ing the period 1916 - 1929 inclusive
T 1
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SiOPImJNATION OF GRAPH NO. X. «
The graph showing the ease rate per 100,000
population of Whooping Co.ugh for the period 1916-29
in the Cities and Toens of I.Iassaehusett s is very much
similar to the one plotted for Chicken Fox. Had the
graph been plotted for the years 1916-18-20 $nd* 23 and
26 we would have obtained a regular parabolic curve,
the equation of which could easily have been ascertained;
but the case rate for the years 1917-19-21-22-24-25-28
and f 29 offset that possible prediction. Despite this
fact, the general trend of the curve is upward.
Like Measles, v/hooping cough is still another di-
sease that is considered by many to be inevitable.
Many are exposed to it needlessly. It is conceded in
the Annuel Report of the Health Department of the City
of Boston for the year of 1929 that.... "Pertussis is
a disease which apparently every inhabitant of Boston
contracts sooner or later".
It has been inferred recent discoveries concerning
the nature and course of this disease is enabling the
health authorities to put quaaantine on a rational
basis, but it has also been shown that a case is in its
most contagious stage a week or more before it is likely
to be suspected from any clinical symptoms and that the
"Whoop" is a symptom which may never appear.
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SUGGESTED MEANS 3Y 7HICH CHILDREN'
S
5EA3ES ..'IGHT BE PREVENT SI) AND
GONTRBLLSD.

--L60-
_
SUGGESTIONS FOR PREVENTION & CONTROL OF CHILI
The facts revealed by Graphs I, II, III, IV, and V
show rather conclusively that the great bulk of the cases
of Childrens diseases occur during the months when
school is in session. If these diseases are to be
controled to any extent, "the School" must take the
lead. On page six it is brought out that the most
effective means that this end can be accomplished is
by proper Medical Insxjection by school authorities.
If Lledical Inspection bores no fruit except in
controlling epidemics, the money and the time spent
in this way would be well worth while. It must be
borne in mind that children come to school from homes
where contagious diseases exist. These children may
not be ill themselves , but they transmit germs in
their clothing and books. It often happens that
children attend school when they are actually suf-
which is not easily recognised by inexperienced eyes.
hones v/here there has been a serious case of one,
of transmitting the disease to others.
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where contagion is suspected whoud be carefully examined
and excluded until it was proved that there v/as no dan-
ger of the disease be4ng conveyed to others in the
school through such pupils. Mild cases of the diseases
would be detected in the routine examination. The child
would immediately be excluded and the necessary measures
of disinfection taken. No child who had suffered from
a contagious disease would be permitted to reenter
school until other examinations showed that he was
^piafa from the r;,err/is of the dise -se
.
The value of proper Medical Inspection in the case oJ
children's contagious or oommu icable diseases cannot
in T,Brief Form" as to 'how the communicable diseases
treated in this Thesis might be prevented and controled.
These suggestions weue gathered from several sources;
i
Should these suggestions be follov/ed, and laws
governing the "right type" of I.ledical Inspection in the
Medical Inspection and the frequency of the so-called
\jLIcL 0 di e onsidered so inevitabl
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lU 1 £jO
Oomrauniccbfee diseases are causea oy germs, oiie&a ^>
oome from two sources—-"MAN f,and the lower animals; "L'iAN
1
able diseases. ?ornerly, sanitations regarded the envi.
I
water air food, flies, and objects may be the ve icle
which the germs of communicable diseases are
i
but riot the sources of infection. Hence, these d
fpn. t
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5. Serves to isolate case and warn puoiio.
(
7 . ,n ei vi cl the o rr in
measures for each disease and each infectious discharge ana
each infectious article as will render them harmless,
-
fection immediately after the discharge of infectious mat-
ferial from the body of ran infected person and the immediate-
ly application of disinfection to articles soile wi
g **TjSBMINAL DISINFBGTION" means the process of rendering
when the patient has died or recovered and is no longer a
.
. » , , ,i. fnitii jtyn^e • the latter
source of infection. Jismiecx, aon \j iaiuGai/c. uuc J-
has been found worthless.
10 By "GOa'TACT CONTROL" is meant such restraint and treat-
trol.
siciaa certifies to the fact of such illness, exdept, that
in the case of Diphtheria they must have a negative schick
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test and in scarlet fever a negative dick test.
Ey virtue of specific immuniz.-.tion as follows:
1. Diphtheria—by having been inoculated with adequate
doses of Diphtheria Toxin-Antitoxin or Toxid as shown by
subsequent negative Schick test, or by inoculation with
not less than 1,000 units of Diphtheria Antitoxin within
the previous 2 weeks.
2. Scarlet fever—by having been inoculated with ade-
qu: te doses of scarlet fever Toxin as shown by subsequent
negative dick test. '_11 other persons are declared to be
non-immune or susceptible.
Daily inspecrion of school children and the removal
and isolation of those found ailing constitutes one of the
most important factors in the control of communicable
diseases
.
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The following are essential in the prevention and
control of the so-called "CHILDREN DISEASES" viz,
Chickenpox, Diphtheria, Measles, Scarlet Fever, '.'.'hooping
Cough.
In listing the diseases, the following outline is ad-
he? red to:--
I. Early Symptoms
II. Source of Infection
III. Method of Infection
IV. Control of Cases,
a. Placarding Home
h. Isolation
Required Disinfection
V. Control of Contacts.
a. If Contacts remain at Home
b. If Contacts leave Home.
c. School Contacts.
d. Immunization
VI. Remarks concerning the Disease.
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CHICKENPOX
I
Chickenpox rarely begins with fever. Rash appears
on second day as small pimples, which in about a
day become filled with cle'r fluid. The eruption
comes out in succesive crops so that there may be
pimples, blisters, and scabs all within a small
area of skin. The scabs fall off in about 14 days.
II.—-
The chief sources of infection are:
—
1. Discharges from nose and throat of case.
2. Discharges from skin lesions.
III.
The methods of infection are:
1. Contact with case.
2. Contact with articles freshly soiled with
discharges from case.
IV-w— Chickenpox is controlled by:
a. Putting warning placards up as described in
Note 5, page 163.
b. Ey Isolation until crusts h-;ve fallen and
scars healed.
c. Concurrent disinfection as described in
Note 8, page 163 is necessaryy.
V
a. No restriction should be made in controlling
contacts as described in Note 10 page 163 if contacts
remain at home; i.e. where adults and i:._:une children
(see Note 11, p^-ge are involved. Susceptible
children should be excluded from school and contact
with children for 21 days after patient has been
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Released from isolation.
b. No restrictions should be made in controlling
contacts if contacts leave home, where adults nnd im-
mune children are involved and ummune children should
remain in school. Susceptible children, with the approval
of the local Health Officer, may be removed to home
where no children reside but must not return to school
until 21 days after such removal.
c. School Contacts see Note 12 page 1, 4 Upon
first appearance of any ailment, child must be sent home
and Health Officer notified.
d. There is no Im unixation for this disease.
The chi :f public health importance of Mthis disease
is that many cases thoutht to be Chickenpox, prove to
be Smallpox, hence every case should be investigated to
make sure of the diagnosis. Take precautions as for
Smallpox until prover to be Chickenpox.
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DIPHTHERIA
I
The on set of diphtheria may be rapid or graBual.
The back of the throat, tonsils, or palate may show
patches. In pharyngeal type sore throat patches over
tonsiis and palate will first be noticed; in the nasal
type, a bolldy discharge, and in the laryngeal type a
croupy cough. Cough or difficult breathing occurs in
laryngeal cases, but there may be no patches in the
throat
.
II.
The chief sources of infecrion are:
—
1. Discharge from nose and thro- t of:
a» Patient
b. Carrier (see Note 2, page 162)
III.——
The methods of infection are:
1. Contact with case or carrier.
2. Contact with articles freshly soiled witBi dis-
charges from case of carrier.
3. Milk, contamin- ted with discharges from case or
carrier
.
IV.—
Diphtheria is controlled by: —
a. Putting Quarantine placards up as described in
Note 6, page ±^
b. By isolation until recovery and two successive
cultures from nose and throat at least 24 hours apart
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contain no diphtheria bacilli; cultures not taken until
10 clays after the on set. If 1-boratory facilities
are not available quarantine at least 3 weeks from
date of onset.
c. Concurrent disinfection as described in Kote8
page lbJis necessary.
a. Quarantine until patient is released and 1 culture
from nose and 1 from throat show no diphtheria bacilli
if Contacts remain at home; i.e. where adults and im-
mune children (see ITote 11, page 163) are involved.
Susceptible children should continue quarantined for
7 days after being released from isolation. ctive
immunization should be urged.
b. If 1 culture from nose and 1 from throat are
free from Diphtheria bacilli, Contacts mayk,with the
approval of local Health Officer, be permitted to live
away from home and carry on workj i. e. where adults
and immune children are involved. Susceptible chil-
dren, ifi 1 culture from nose and 1 from throat are free
from Diphtheria bacilli, may, with approval of local
Health Officer, be removed to home where no children
reside and quarantined for 7 days after such removal.
c. School Contacts see Note 12 page:..,:
Upon daily inspecricbn of all children for 1 week any
found ailing should be sent home, and Health Officer
notified.
d. Diphtheria can and should be prevented by im-
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munization with toxin-antitixin or toxoid. The
use of diphtheria antitoxin, as a preventive is
only justified in susceptible family contacts
who eannot be observed daily by a physician or
a nurse. All infants should be immunized at
6 months
.
An extremely dangerous disease both during
an attack and from after-effects. About eighty-
five percent of all deaths from Diphtheria oc-
curs in children under 5 years old. It seems
that this disease could be completely eliminated
if during the first year all infants were im-
munized with tiffin-antitoxin or toxoid.
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me;.sles
I. The onset of Measles is sudden. Begins with fever and
,
symptoms like "cold in the head", with running nose,
sneezing, inflamed hd watery eyes. The rash usually
appears on the 3rd or 4th day and consists of blotchy,
irregular, dusky red spots. It is usually seen first
on the f-^ce, spreading rapidly over the entire frody.
II. The chief source of infection is:
—
a. Discharges from nose and throat of case.
III. The methods of infection are: —
a. Contact with case.
b. Contact with articles freshly soiled with aise
charges from cnse. Most, contagious before rash appears.
IV. Measles is controlled by:
a. Putting wariiing placards up as described in Note
5 page 163>
b. Ey 'isolation until 7 days after the development
of the rash.
c. Concurrent disinfection as described in Mote 8
page i. 3 is necessary.
V. a. No restriction should be made in controlling
Contacts as described in Note 10 page 153 if Contacts
remain at Home; i.e. where adults and immune children
(see Note 11, page 153) are involved. Susceptible
children should be excluded from school and contact
with children for 21 days after patient has been
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released from isolation.
b. Norestrictions should be made in controlling
Contacts if Contacts leave home, where adults end im-
mune children are involved and immune children should
remain in school. Susceptible children, with the appro-
val of the local Health Officer, may be removed to
home where no children reside byt must not return to
school until 14 days after such removal.
c. School Contacts See Note 12 page 164 Upon
firsy appearance of any ailment, child must be sent
home and Health Officer notified.
d. The use of serum from convalescing mea&les pa-
tients or of whole blood from immune adults is urged
for all susceptible contacts under 5 years and those
in delicate health. This protection lasts from 1 to
2 months.
VI.
Measles is our most contagious disease, readily becom-
ing epidemic. Host contagious 3 days before rash. Over
90*;' of all deaths from measles occurs in children under 5
years of age. Deaths from measles are due to complicat-
ions, chiefly pneumonia; tuberculosis often follows meas-
les. Isolation as soon as early symptoms appear is i -
perative. The use of convalescent serum and immune a-
dult blood will lessen number d>f deaths. Proper med-
ical and nursing care of thepatients are essential.
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SCARLET FEVER
The onset of Scarlet Fever is sue den with fever,
headache, sore throat and often vomiting. It may or
may not be rash. When rash minifests itself, it us-
ually appears within 24 hours. It may be very tran-
sient or last several days. The rash consists of
fine, evenly diffused bright red dots, appearing
first on the neck and upper chest. The so-c:Hed
"strawberry-tongue" may appe-.r early.
II
The chief sources of infection are:
a. Discharges from nose and throat of:-
1. Case
2. Carrier (see Note 2, page ).
b. Discharges from glands or ears of case.
Ill,—
The methods of infection are:-
a. Contact with case or carrier
.
b. Contact v/ith articles freshly soiled v/itli discharges
from ease or carrier.
c. Milk contaminated with discharges from case or car-
rier .
IV
Scarlet Fever is controlled by:
-
a. Putting Quarantine placards up as described in
Note 6, page 163 •
b. By isolation until at least 24 d^ys after date
of onset and all discharges h'-ve ceased.
c. Concurrent disinfection as described in Note 8,
pagel6ois necessary.
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a. Quarantine until patient is released or 7
days after last exposure if Contacts remain at home;
i.e. where adults and immune children (see Note 11,
page 163) are involved. Susceptible children should
continue quarantined for 7 days after case has been
released. Active
v
immunization should be urged.
b. With approval of Health Officer, Contacts may
be released to live in home where no children reside,
if Contacts leave home, and after a quarantine of 7
days r ay c-.rry on regular work; ilel where adults
and immune children are involved. Susceptible child-
ren may be removed to hone where no children reside
and quarantined for 7 days after such removal. Active
immunization should be urged.
c. School Cont- cts see Note 12, page
Upon daily inspection for 7 days of all children in
school any found -ailing should be sent home and Health
Officer notified. Dick test will find susceptible
children.
d. No one need have Scarlet Fever. All suscep-
tibles can and should be actively immunized with scar-
let fever toxin. Preventive immunization with scarlet
fever toxin-antitoxin is not advised. The use of
serum from convalescing scarlet fever patients is
urged for all susceptible youthful contacts during
an epidemic. This protection lasts for several weeks.
Scarlet fever is dangerous during an .ttckand
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from after-effects. Running ears and discharging
glands greatly prolong the infectious period. Great
variation in type of disease, tfrom 15 to 2a per
cent only, develop a recognisable rash. Mild cases
are just infectious as severe ones. A mild case
may give rise to a severe one. ...any mild cases are
not diagnosed. If quarantine of adult contacts is
not possible, these contacts should at least oe re-
stricted to out-of-door activities and should not be
allowed to at tend pafollo gatherings of any ^ind,
especially i . doors.
/
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SHOOPIJTG COUSH
Ir—
Y/hooping cough begins li.ce a cold with cough.
The 00ugh persists and thnds to ei worse, especial-
ly at night. Spells of coughing often is acco:.:-
pa/xied by vomiting. After 1 to 2 wecis the charac-
teristic "whoop" usually appears, however may nuve
the disease without whooping.
II.—
The cnief source of infection is:-
a. Discharge o from aose and throat of :-
1. Case
2. Carrier (see i.'ote 2, pa:-e 162)
III. ---
The methods of infec t ion are : —
a. Contact with ca3e or carrier.
b. Contact with articles frishl/ soiled with
discharges from case or carxiers. -.lost infectious
daring first week or two before whoop uerins.
IV
..hooping Cough is controlled : —
a. Putting warning- paacards up as de-icrioed in not* 5
page 165.
o. 3y isolation until 4 wee&s after onset of the cough,
regardless of when whoooing Lie gins,
c. Concurrent disinfection as described in Uote 8,
page i62is necessary.
V
a. V.o restrictions should ue aiade in controlling
Contacts us descrioed in Note 10, page i6o*f Con-
tacts remain at nomeji.e. whore adults and i amine
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children iaee i.oie 11, page 163) are involved, Sus-
ceptiulecnildren should be excluded from school
and contact with children for 14 days alter released
of case.
o. ilo restrictions should ue made in controlling
Contacts, if Contacts leave home, where adults and im-
mune children are involved and immune children should
remain in school, Susceptible children, with the
approval of local health Officer, ma} ue removed -to
home where no cnildren reticle but must not return to
school until 14 days after sucn removal.
c. School Contacts see Iiote 12 ape; '— Jpon
first appearance of any ailment, chila must be sent
home and Health Officer notified.
u. '..hoopduig cough vaccine has proved of great value
in priventin, this disease among contacts. Its
use is especially urged among all susceptiole con-
tacts under 5 years of age and those in delicate
health.
..hooping Cough is hi.gh.ly contagious. Aftex-effec
are ofter serious. A very dangerous disease in
children under 5 years of age. Protective immuni-
zation, hygienic precautions, proper midical and
nursing ere for all children^ under 5^ ears old and
those in delicate helth are essentials in reducing
the mortality of this disease.
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